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ABSTRACT

Durable, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly anti-icing methods are desired to reduce the icing hazard in many different industrial areas including transportation systems, power plants, power transmission, as well as offshore oil and gas production. In contrast to traditional passive anti-icing surfaces, this thesis work introduces an anti-icing coating that responds to different icing conditions by releasing an antifreeze liquid. It consists of an outer porous superhydrophobic epidermis and a wick-like underlying dermis that is infused with the antifreeze liquid. This bi-layer coating prevents accumulation of frost, freezing fog, and freezing rain, while conventional anti-icing surfaces typically work only in one of these conditions. The bi-layer coating also delays condensation on the exterior surface at least ten times longer than identical system without antifreeze.

It is demonstrated that the significant delay in condensation onset is due to the integral humidity sink effect posed by the hygroscopic antifreeze liquid infused in the porous structure. This effect significantly alters the water vapor concentration field at the coating surface, which delays nucleation of drops and ice. It was demonstrated that with a proper design of the environmental chamber the size of the region of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting around an isolated pore, as well as periodically spaced pores, filled by propylene glycol can be quantitatively predicted from quasi-steady state water vapor concentration field. Theoretical analysis and experiments revealed that the inhibition of nucleation is governed by only two non-dimensional geometrical parameters: the pore size relative to the unit cell size and the ratio of the unit cell size to the thickness of the boundary layer. It is demonstrated that by switching the size of the pores from millimeters
to nanometers, a dramatic depression of the nucleation onset temperature, as well as significantly greater delay in nucleation onset can be achieved.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

1.1. Icing Hazards and De-icing Methods

Ice accumulation can make commute by foot, car, water or air hazardous. Furthermore, icing can cause major electrical outages, disrupt offshore gas and oil production as well as decrease efficiency of wind power generation. While number of different anti-icing techniques exist, they can be expensive, in-effective, and environmentally unfriendly. The problems posed by ice are due to its physical properties, which in turn can vary greatly between different forms of ice. In general, ice accumulation occurs through nucleation from the vapor phase to solid phase (desublimation), droplet condensation followed by freezing (condensation frosting), supercooled droplets or snow impingement. For example, snow (ice crystals) and sleet (frozen drops) precipitation can cause slipping hazards, however without melting and refreezing, these types of solid ice precipitates do not pose high safety risks for ships and aircraft because they can be easily removed through air motion. Besides solid precipitation, ice can accumulate on surfaces either through heterogeneous nucleation from the vapor phase or through liquid precipitation followed by freezing. Nucleation from the vapor phase via desublimation or condensation followed by freezing leads to the formation of frost, which consists of sparse dendritic crystal structures that become denser with time (see Figure 1a). In turn, the type of ice formed by impinging droplets depends on their size range. Freezing rain, consisting of large droplets with diameters ranging from 70 µm to even a few millimeters, leads to the formation of clear, dense, and hard ice, referred to as glaze (see Figure 1c). In contrast,
rime is a white, brittle, feather-like ice that forms because of freezing of supercooled droplets with diameters in the range of 5 to 70 µm originating from clouds or fog (see Figure 1b).  

A common approach used in commercial applications for icing prevention is the use of chemicals that depress the freezing point of water. These chemicals can range from salts and beet juice to alcohols and glycols. The latter antifreeze substances are non-corrosive and are preferred by the aviation industry. The most common dispensing approach is to spray a large amount of the glycol-based fluids onto the aircraft prior to departure. An alternative approach, used to prevent icing of small airplanes during flight, is flooding the aircraft surface with a film of glycol-based fluids. To avoid the need for the rather heavy liquid pumping system, a porous wick can be used to resupply the antifreeze from a reservoir through capillary forces. Antifreeze substances can also be chemically embedded into and slowly released from sol-gel coatings. Regardless of the dispensing method, however, the use of antifreeze raises concerns related to its cost, supply, and

![Diagram](image-url)
environmental impact. These issues have motivated the search for alternative, fully passive routes to prevent ice accumulation or at least, to facilitate its removal by minimizing its adhesion strength. The use of hydrophobic coatings addresses both of these goals by increasing free energy barriers to ice nucleation and reducing ice adhesion strength. However, the extent of these two qualities of smooth hydrophobic surfaces have proven to be insufficient for anti-icing coatings, which is why recent research has focused on using surface engineering to exceed the baseline set by these coatings.

In the case of icing, nature is the source of the problem but can also offer inspiration for its potential solutions. For example, the remarkable water-repelling and non-adhesive characteristics of the lotus leaf and the pitcher plant have inspired the design of anti-icing superhydrophobic (SHS) and lubricant impregnated surfaces (LIS). However, recent research has shown that these coatings do not prevent accumulation of all the types of ice illustrated in Figure 1. SHS are hydrophobic surfaces with nano- and micro-scale texture that repel water due to air trapped within its surface. With tuned surface topology, these surfaces can significantly slow down glaze-like ice accumulation by repelling impinging drops and by disrupting heterogeneous ice nucleation dynamics. The latter mechanism can lead to dramatically decreased nucleation temperature and very long delay in freezing. However, the majority of SHS are susceptible to frosting. When covered by frost, SHS do not repel water droplets and can rapidly ice over. Furthermore, the presence of surface texture can increase adhesion of glaze-like ice as compared to flat hydrophobic surfaces. Use of LIS has been reported to resolve some of the shortcomings of anti-icing SHS. These coatings attain their liquid shedding and low adhesive properties by replacing the air
trapped within the nano- and micro-scale topological features of SHS with a low surface energy lubricant that is immiscible with water.\textsuperscript{26,32,34,49} LIS are also omniphobic and can have self-cleaning and self-healing characteristics.\textsuperscript{26,34,50,51} Despite these attractive properties, the anti-icing functionality of LIS can be compromised by frosting as well.\textsuperscript{35} In particular, the lubricant was shown to drain from within the textured substrate into the forming frost layer in response to nucleation of nano-scale icicles on top of frozen droplets.\textsuperscript{35} As a result, a significant portion of the lubricant was lost with each frosting-defrosting cycle, and its replenishment would become necessary for sustained anti-icing performance.\textsuperscript{35} Besides textured surfaces impregnated with lubricants that are immiscible with water, anti-icing coatings that consist of hygroscopic polymers that attract and are lubricated by water have been recently described.\textsuperscript{52,53} This class of coatings suppresses the crystallization of water adsorbed within the polymers, leading to formation of a thin lubricating water layer between the substrate and the ice. However, the freezing suppression ceases once the polymer is over-saturated with water, which could occur rapidly during atmospheric precipitation of water.

1.2. Effect of Surface Wetting Properties and the Humidity Sink Process

From a thermodynamic point of view, possibility of heterogeneous ice or drop nucleation on a flat substrate depends on the surface's wetting properties and concentration of water vapor above it. The embryo formation rate $J$ can be expressed as:\textsuperscript{9,14,15,54–56}

$$J = \exp(\Delta G_c / kT) \quad (\text{Eq. 1})$$
Where $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is temperature, and $\Delta G_c$ is the critical Gibbs free energy change for nucleation. After substituting the expression for the nuclei critical radius, the Gibbs free energy for nucleation can be expressed as:

$$\Delta G_c = \frac{4\pi V_m^3 \sigma^3}{3(RT \ln(P/P_{\text{SAT}}))^2} (2 - 3\cos \theta + \cos^3 \theta) \quad \text{(Eq. 2)}$$

Where $\theta$ is the angle that the edge of the nuclei makes when in contact with the solid, $\sigma$ is surface energy of the nuclei, $V_m$ is the molar volume of liquid, $R$ is the universal gas constant, $P$ is the partial pressure of water vapor in the surrounding, and $P_{\text{SAT}}$ is the water vapor saturation pressure at the surface. Put together, Eq. 1.1 and 1.2 imply that the nucleation rate can be exponentially decreased using two approaches: (1) by increasing the water contact angle of the surface and (2) by decreasing the water vapor concentration above it. The first approach has provided rationale for use of hydrophobic coatings ($\theta > 90^\circ$) to delay formation of frost and ice.$^9$,$^{57-60}$ Following the same argument, superhydrophobic surfaces ($\theta > 150^\circ$) have been proposed as improved anti-frosting/icing coatings.$^{15,61-63}$

However, as discussed in the previous section, SHS surfaces are highly susceptible to condensation and condensation frosting. In contrast to the extensive research effort motivated by the first approach, my research focuses on delaying frost formation by altering the vapor concentration above the surface. Since the partial pressure of water at the hygroscopic liquid's surface is lower than $P_{\text{SAT}}$, the hygroscopic drop can act as a humidity sink and form a region of inhibited condensation (RIC), and prevent condensation frosting, around it.$^{64-68}$ In this region, frost formation is delayed since condensation is absent. The hypothesis is that frost can be inhibited if the spacing between two drops is
less than twice the radius of RIC, $2\delta$. Furthermore, frost also can be inhibited on the surface of a porous membrane if the spacing of the pores is less than $2\delta$ of a pore infused with hygroscopic antifreeze. To validate the hypothesis, a series of icing experiments are carried out using drop arrays of hygroscopic liquid.

1.3. Overview of This Dissertation

This dissertation presents three studies investigating performance and fundamental transport processes on the bi-layer anti-icing coatings. Chapter 2 presents the stimuli-responsive bi-layer anti-icing coating design inspired by the skin of a poison dart frog. It contains a superhydrophobic porous outer layer and a inner layer to store antifreeze. The outer layer seperates the antifreeze and the environment to avoid fast dilution and loss of antifreeze through water droplet impacting. Antifreeze can be secreted to the outer layer in response of contact with frost or ice penetrating the pores. To validate the functionality of this coating, testing in three icing senarios are carried out in this dissertation: freezing rain, freezing mist and condensation frosting. For all the senarios, the bi-layer coating is compared with bare metal surfaces, teflon coating, SHS, and LIS.

Chapters 3 presents a study of the humidity sink effect around drops or pores filled with antifreeze, which can be used to inhibit condensation and frost formation. Previous studies have shown that condensation and condensation frosting can be inhibited around a region (RIC) around a single droplet of hygroscopic liquid. In this chapter, experiments using arrays of hygroscopic droplets were conducted to show the relationship between inhibition of nucleation and spatial arrangement of hygroscopic droplets.
Chapter 4 presents a study of the spatial control of nucleation using engineered integral humidity sink effect. The humidity sink effect around hygroscopic droplet arrays is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 extended the integral humidity sink effect to bi-layer structures consisting of engineered porous layer and antifreeze layer. An analytical model of vapor concentration field around the pore arrays is developed and validated experimentally. The model is then used to uncover intriguing pore sizing effect on vanishing surface concentration gradient. The implications of this effect are demonstrated experimentally.
CHAPTER 2

BIOINSPIRED STIMULI-RESPONSIVE AND ANTIFREEZE-SECRETING
ANTI-ICING COATINGS

2.1. Introduction

In this Chapter, it is demonstrated that the icing problem can be resolved by mimicking active natural systems that secrete functional liquids only in response to external stimuli. For example, poison dart frogs have two types of specialized glands in their skin to produce mucus and toxins. These amphibians continually secrete the mucus to remain hydrated but secrete the toxin only to deter predators. Inspired by this biological example, an anti-icing coating that prevents accumulation of all forms of ice by responding to its presence with secretion of antifreeze liquid was developed. The schematic in Figure 2.1a illustrates that the stimuli-responsive multifunctionality of the coating is achieved by mimicking the bi-layer skin architecture of a frog, with a permeable superhydrophobic “epidermis” that separates antifreeze-infused superhydrophilic “dermis” from the environment. As in the case of SHS and LIS, the epidermis should prevent glaze formation by shedding large impinging droplets. In turn, when atmospheric conditions lead to growth of frost and rime, the porosity of the epidermis should enable microscale contact between the antifreeze and either liquid or solid water. This contact could trigger the functional liquid release that leads to melting and eventual removal of the ice from the surface (see schematic Figure 2.1b). In instances of extreme icing conditions, antifreeze release could also facilitate accumulated ice removal by creating of a thin lubricating melt layer. This approach is a semi-passive anti-icing solution that can be viewed as a hybrid method between icing-
prevention by antifreeze dispensing and by repelling impinging drops. The hypothesis is that the new coating architecture will reduce the need for antifreeze liquid by dispensing antifreeze only when needed, which would have significant economic and environmental benefits. Here the feasibility of this bi-layer anti-icing “skin” is demonstrated and its performance is compared to a set of reference and state-of-the-art anti-icing surfaces in
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**Figure 2.1** (a) schematic of the stimuli responsive antifreeze secreting anti-icing coating inspired by the functionality and bi-layer architecture of a poison dart frog skin. The porous superhydrophobic epidermis separates the antifreeze infused dermis from the environment; (b) schematic showing that the antifreeze liquid is secreted through the pores in response to contact with ice or frost forming on the surface, which results in melting of the ice or frost. Subsequently, the melt is removed via air motion or partially wicked back into the dermis.

three simulated ice-forming conditions: freezing rain, freezing fog, and condensation frosting. The mechanisms responsible for antifreeze release in each icing scenario and their relation to the measured antifreeze use is described.
2.2. Results

2.2.1. Materials and Fabrication

To fabricate the bi-layer epidermis-dermis coating architecture a hierarchical polymeric superhydrophobic shell (Hydrobead™ or HB) was sprayed onto a nylon membrane (Ny) with thickness and a pore size of 170 µm and 0.45 µm, respectively (see SEM images in Figure 2.2). Spraying of the membrane for 30 s from 1 m away resulted in a 20 µm to 100 µm thick porous superhydrophobic epidermis with static water contact angle of 162°±1.2° and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) of 2.4°±1.8°. The fabrication of the epidermis did not affect the wetting properties of the underlying superhydrophilic dermis, which wicked in water (i.e., ~ 0° water contact angle). Illustrating its separating capabilities, the outer layer remained superhydrophobic even after the bottom wick layer was infused with propylene glycol (PG) antifreeze (see Figure 2.2). Furthermore, the contact angle and CAH of sessile water drops on the epidermis was not affected by the time that has passed since antifreeze infusion into the dermis. The anti-icing performance of the bi-layer skin, referred to as the Ny+HB+PG sample (for Nylon+Hydrobead+Propylene Glycol combination), was compared to a set of reference coatings as well as SHS, LIS, and antifreeze-infused hydrophilic porous surfaces. The latter sample consisted of antifreeze-infused nylon membrane (Ny+PG) and was used in order to quantify how much antifreeze can be conserved by the addition of the epidermis layer. To facilitate observation of antifreeze interactions with water and ice, the PG liquid infused into Ny+PG and Ny+HB+PG was dyed blue for all the simulated icing experiments. The other samples were prepared on mirror-polished copper by plasma deposition of a sub-100 nm-thick
hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-like film and spraying of Hydrobead™ using the same procedure as with the nylon membrane. The bare polished copper (Cu), hydrophobic copper (Cu+PTFE), and superhydrophobic copper (Cu+HB) samples had static water contact angles of $62.2^\circ \pm 1.8^\circ$, $116.8^\circ \pm 0.3^\circ$, and $162.1^\circ \pm 0.2^\circ$, respectively. To fabricate the LIS, perfluorinated Krytox lubricant was infused into a nanoporous superhydrophobic Repellix™ coating also deposited onto the polished copper substrate as in our previous work. The Repellix coating was selected as the base for the LIS because it consists of a nanostructure with nearly uniform height, which is beneficial for LIS performance. The LIS sample had a water contact angle of $120.2\pm0.8^\circ$. As controls, all experiments were also performed on unmodified (Ny) and Hyperbead™ coated (Ny+HB) nylon membranes without antifreeze. Thus, the anti-icing performance of Ny+HB+PG was compared to Cu, Cu+PTFE, Cu+HB, Ny+PG, and as controls Ny and Ny+HB coatings.

The anti-icing performance of the samples was tested in three sets of experiments mimicking freezing rain, freezing fog, and condensation frosting conditions. To simulate glaze build-up in freezing rain conditions, water drops with average diameter of ~2.1 mm pre-chilled to ~0°C were dripped onto the cooled samples. The ability of the cooled surfaces to shed large supercooled water droplets at different impacting speeds in dry environment was also tested. In turn, to simulate growth of rime in freezing fog conditions, a mist of microscale water droplets was generated using an ultrasonic mister with nozzle directed at the cooled sample surface. The condensation frosting experiments were performed by adjusting the relative humidity to 60% (i.e., dew point of 14°C). All icing experiments were performed in a controlled environmental chamber, with air temperature equal to ~22°C, and the initial relative humidity set to below 10% for the simulated fog
and rain experiments. The surface temperature of the samples, measured using a thermocouple mounted on the sample edge, was decreased to and maintained during the experiments at -5°C and/or -10°C using water-cooled Peltier stage.

**Figure 2.2** Schematic, top-down and cross-sectional SEM images of the porous superhydrophobic HydrobeadTM epidermis sprayed onto superhydrophilic dermis consisting of a nanoporous nylon membrane; optical images of water drop in contact with the two layers demonstrate the superhydrophilic nature of the dermis and superhydrophobic nature of the epidermis (irrelevant of whether the dermis is or is not filled with antifreeze). The small water droplets were dyed blue to facilitate interpretation.
2.2.2. Freezing Rain Experiments

Prior to performing freezing rain experiments, we used high speed imaging to quantify the resistance of the various samples with the superhydrophobic HB coating to impalement by large (~1.8 to 2.4 mm diameter) water drops. Specifically, we imaged impact of individual drops at ambient conditions (drop, surface, and environment at 22°C with 30 to 40% relative humidity) and drops supercooled to -5°C in completely dry conditions (environment at 15°C with ~0% relative humidity) onto surfaces cooled to -10°C. Use of supercooled water drops is more representative of conditions encountered during freezing rain icing.\textsuperscript{29,42,43,70–72} Maitra et al.\textsuperscript{40,42,43} pointed out recently that supercooling water drops has only a minor influence on surface tension (5 to 10% increase) but very strong effect on the liquid’s viscosity (200 to 400% increase). The viscous effects were reported to significantly affect drop impact dynamics, increasing the contact time during drop recoil on ordered hierarchical SHS.\textsuperscript{42,43} The images in Figure 2.3 show impact of supercooled drops onto Cu+HB and Ny+HB+PG samples below and in vicinity of the observed impalement Weber number \( We = \rho_l d_0 V^2 / \sigma_{lv} \), where \( \rho_l \) is the liquid density, \( d_0 \) is the pre-collision drop diameter, \( V \) is the impact velocity, and \( \sigma_{lv} \) the liquid’s surface tension). At low \( We \) of ~12 to 17 (\( V \sim 0.7 \) to 0.8 m/s) water drops appear to rebound from both of the surfaces within ~5 ms. In turn, supercooled drops with \( We \geq 70 \) (\( V \geq 1.5 \) m/s) were impaled on both of the surfaces but in two very different modes (see Figure 2.3). In particular, the drops impacting onto the Cu+HB surface broke-up into multiple smaller droplets. Within about 13 ms some of these smaller droplets bounced away from while others were stuck to the surface. In contrast, drops hitting the Ny+HB+PG sample with
$We \geq 70$ spread and recoiled within ~7 ms, but instead of breaking up and partially rebounding, were entirely impaled onto the surface. A careful evaluation of drops impacting onto the Ny+HB+PG as well as Ny+HB samples with $We < 70$ reveals that some of the impinging water is transferred to the surface even below the full impalement threshold. In particular, results show that even at $We < 70$ a small portion of the impacting water is transferred to the sample while majority of the liquid rebounds. On the Ny+HB sample the transferred portion of liquid was quickly wicked into the nylon membrane making its presence easy to confirm visually. Formation of residual droplets from some of the low $We$ drops impacting the Ny+HB+PG sample in cold and ambient conditions were also observed. These small residual droplets wicked into the surface while majority of the liquid bounced away from it. Thus for the current surface architecture very limited contact between the antifreeze stored within the dermis and drops impacting onto the epidermis occurs even in absence of surface condensation or icing.
The freezing rain experiments were performed following procedure described by Mishchenko et al.\textsuperscript{29} In particular, drops with average diameter of 2.1 mm pre-chilled to ~0°C were released at rate of 216 mL/h (3 to 4 drops per second) onto the samples mounted at a 30° tilt and cooled to -10°C. The impact Weber number and velocity were set to an average of $\textit{We}$~ 50 and $\textit{V}$~ 1.3 m/s by adjusting drop travel distance. Performing the freezing rain experiments with $\textit{We}$ below the drop impalement threshold enabled a fair comparison of anti-icing performance of our coating with the SHS (i.e. at higher $\textit{We}$ some small drops are impaled and can freeze rapidly on the Cu+HB surface compromising its superhydrophobic property). As commonly performed in the literature,\textsuperscript{15,29} the initial relative humidity was set to below 10% in order to prevent condensation prior to start of

\textbf{Figure 2.3} Sequence of images taken at 4000 fps showing droplet supercooled to -5°C impacting onto Cu+HB and Ny+HB+PG samples cooled to -10°C in completely dry conditions (relative humidity ~0% with environment at 15°C). Images for Weber numbers ($\textit{We}$) in range of ~10 to 75 are shown. Time starting from ~1 to 2 ms prior to impact is indicated in milliseconds within the images.
the experiments. However, after the start of the experiment, relative humidity above the surface was not artificially kept below this value through the use of strong dry air or nitrogen flow. Instead the relative humidity was allowed to settle via droplet evaporation to a value of ~50%. The experiments were performed in this way because the scenario with increasing humidity and potential surface condensation simulates much harsher and more realistic icing conditions. Illustrating this point, even the Cu+HB sample, which effectively repelled water droplets in dry environment, began to ice over within a minute after dripping of the large pre-chilled water droplets was started. In fact, images in Figure 2.4a show that icing of all samples apart from the anti-icing bi-layer skin started in less than 5 minutes after water flow began. Similarly, the images in Figure 2.4a show that while after 20 minutes of the experiments the remaining samples are covered with at least 5 mm thick glaze, only a few liquid droplets are pinned to the Ny+HB+PG surface. An extended drop impingement experiment showed that the onset of ice formation on the Ny+HB+PG was delayed by at least a factor of 10 when compared to all other samples. The light blue color of the drops is a clear indication that contact between the water and the dyed antifreeze occurred. The freezing point depression that occurred due to the diffusion of the antifreeze into the drops prevented full glazing-over of the Ny+HB+PG surface to nearly 1 hour.
Figure 2.4 (a) Results of simulated freezing rain experiments showing images of all surfaces 20 minutes into the experiments as well as of the Ny+HB+PG surface after 10, 30, and 60 minutes after start of the experiment. Icing onset (i.e., the time that presence of ice was first observed on the surface) is also indicated for all surfaces; (b) and (c) sequence of images taken at 4000 fps showing drops impacting onto (b) Cu+HB and (c) Ny+HB+PG samples at different time intervals during the freezing rain experiments. Time starting from ~1 to 2 ms prior to impact is indicated in milliseconds within the images.
To provide an insight into the glaze growth dynamics drop impact onto the Cu+HB and Ny+HB+PG samples during different stages of the freezing rain experiments was also imaged using high speed camera. The images in Figure 2.4b show that, instead of bouncing away from the sample as at the start of the experiment, drops hitting the surface after 20 s of the experiments were pinned to and began to accumulate on the surface. These drops are likely pinned to the Cu+HB surface because of surface condensation,\textsuperscript{73} which causes formation of capillary bridges through coalescence between the large impacting and much smaller condensed “satellite” drops.\textsuperscript{74} Within 60 s of the experiment an ice film grew at the bottom of the pinned drops. Its formation is evident from the dramatic switch in drop impact dynamics. In particular, sequence of images in Figure 2.4b shows that after 60 s of the experiment drops hitting the Cu+HB sample do not recoil but merge with the existing water and ice film. After the impact a capillary wave travels down the water film causing some of the liquid to drain from top of the ice layer. The presence of antifreeze not only dramatically prolongs but also enables additional stages of the icing process to occur on the Ny+HB+PG samples. The images in Figure 2.4c show that even 900 s into the freezing rains experiments drops easily bounced away from the epidermis. Drop pinning and accumulation began after ~1200 s. However, antifreeze diffusion into the drops slowed ice nucleation. As a consequence, drops impacting the surface for the next ~900 to 1500 s were coalescing with and aiding shedding of majority of the accumulated liquid. Small patches of ice began to form after ~1800 to ~2100 s of continuous drop impingement. The ice film slowly expanded, covering most of the surface after ~3600 s of the experiment. At this stage, drop impact dynamics onto the water and ice covered Ny+HB+PG sample resemble those observed on the iced-over Cu+HB sample at 60 s.
2.2.3. Freezing Fog Experiments

**Figure 2.5** (a) Side-view optical images of vertically mounted samples at -10°C after 20 minutes of exposure to water mist (for reference, Cu sample is also shown prior to exposure), (b) histogram of average thickness of the ice accumulated in 20 minutes with sample surface temperatures of -5°C and -10°C, (c) top-down images of ice accumulated after 33 minutes on Ny+PG on Ny+HB+PG cooled to -10°C, (d) thickness of ice growing on Ny+HB+PG at -10°C as a function of time with nitrogen gas exposure points indicated, and (e) images of iced-over Ny+HB+PG, Cu, and Cu+HB samples after short exposure to pressurized nitrogen gas.

The histogram and images in Figure 2.5a and 2.5b show that 20 minutes of misting of samples cooled to -5°C and -10°C resulted in accumulation of about 1 mm of ice on all
surfaces without antifreeze. To facilitate optical measurement of ice thickness and to prevent accumulation of water around the edges, the samples were mounted vertically. On the Ny+PG and Ny+HB+PG surfaces we only observed formation of a liquid film within the first 20 minutes of misting. Onset of icing on these two surfaces was not observed for another 10 minutes of continued misting. Images in Figure 2.5c show the ice coverage of Ny+PG and Ny+HB+PG samples after 33 minutes of the simulated freezing fog experiments. Contrasting of these two images reveals that ice formation had begun uniformly throughout the entire Ny+PG surface but freezing on the Ny+HB+PG sample was initiated at the edge and on a few selected points throughout the surface. Subsequently, ice spread throughout the epidermis surface in a wave-like manner resembling frost-wave typically observed during condensation frosting on hydrophobic and superhydrophobic surfaces.\textsuperscript{19,45,46} The plot in Figure 2.5d shows that after the frost-wave propagated through the surface rime-like ice accumulated on the Ny+HB+PG surface at a similar vertical growth rate as on the other surfaces (~0.05 mm/min).

Misting the Ny+HB+PG sample for 60 minutes increased ice thickness to ~1.5 mm. At this stage, the adhesion of rime grown on this surface to rime grown on Cu and Cu+HB was compared. It is noted that in contrast to glaze grown in inverted cuvettes,\textsuperscript{13} to quantify the value of rime adhesion strength in this case in situ ice growth within refrigerated centrifuge is required.\textsuperscript{21,27,48,75,76} Instead, rime adhesion strength on different surfaces was qualitatively compared by exposing the grown ice to dry nitrogen flow at a gauge pressure of 400 kPa. Images in Figure 2.5e show that the nitrogen flow could not remove the ice from the Cu and the Cu+HB within even 10 s exposure (at which point ice started melting) but it nearly instantaneous blew all of the ice off from the Ny+HB+PG surface.
Subsequently, the ice-free surface was re-exposed to the mist. In this case, ice regrowth was delayed by only 4 minutes and its thickness increased to 1.8 mm in the next 30 minutes. Further experiments showed that vertical ice growth rate decreased during extended mist exposure, reaching only a thickness of ~2.1 mm after a total two hours of mist exposure. Irrelevant of the rime growth time (up to tested 2 h), however, the adhesion of the ice to the Ny+HB+PG surface tested with the nitrogen flow did not change and remained minimal. Thus, the presence of antifreeze not only delays accumulation of rime, but it also dramatically reduces its adhesion to the surface.

2.2.4. Condensation Frosting Experiments

The images and histogram in Figure 2.6a and 2.6b show that within 20 minutes of condensation frosting experiments a 1 mm to 1.5 mm thick frost layer formed on all reference samples but not on the two antifreeze infused samples (Ny+PG and Ny+HB+PG). To investigate this trend further, we performed extended condensation frosting experiments. The top down images in Figure 2.6c show that while ice accumulation was significantly delayed in both cases, the frosting process proceeded in very different stages on the Ny+PG and Ny+HB+PG samples. In particular, on the Ny+PG sample, several patches of liquid film formed within the first 20 minutes. For this sample, a few millimeter sized ice crystals began to emerge out of these liquid patches after about 60 minutes of cooling. These crystals were surrounded by a light blue liquid film for an extended period of time and are referred to as ice-antifreeze solution slush. After about 90 minutes of cooling the liquid film was depleted and frost-like crystals began to rapidly emerge. In contrast, the Ny+HB+PG surface remained mostly liquid-free until about 80 minutes into
the cooling process. Subsequently we observed growth of small ice crystals within the liquid film. These crystals did get larger than 0.5 to 1 mm until ~100 minutes into the cooling process. At this point, growth of frost-like crystals over the entire sample was observed. The onset of this frost-like film growth is referred to as ice accumulation starting time. In addition to these experiments, frosting experiments with varied amounts of antifreeze infused per sample area were performed. This was achieved by layering multiple infused nylon membranes. The variation in the volume of the liquid per area is indicated by “1x”, “2x”, and “4x”, referring to 1, 2, and 4 antifreeze-infused nylon membranes (for the Ny+HB+PG samples, only the top layer had the superhydrophobic coating). The histogram in Figure 6d summarizes the extended condensation frosting experiments, clearly demonstrating superior performance of the antifreeze-infused samples. Furthermore, the bioinspired bi-layer “skin” samples (Ny+HB+PG) delayed the onset of large ice crystal accumulation by 40 to 60 minutes when compared to the solely antifreeze-infused samples. While doubling the amount of initial antifreeze (i.e., from 1x to 2x) did increase the delay in both slush and ice accumulation, further doubling of the antifreeze amount (i.e., from 2x to 4x) did not cause proportional delays. In all cases, obvious secretion of the antifreeze, indicated by the light blue tint of the ice slush and later frost, was observed.
2.3. Conclusions

In summary, in this Chapter a novel type of anti-icing coating inspired by the functional liquid skin secretion in natural systems was introduced. This semi-passive coating consists of porous superhydrophobic epidermis and wick-like underlying dermis that is infused with antifreeze liquid. The outer layer serves as a barrier between the antifreeze and environment and, as a typical anti-icing superhydrophobic surface, easily sheds large sessile drops. However, in scenarios in which a typical SHS easily ices over, such as by pore penetration by high-velocity impacting drops or condensation frosting, the coating architecture responds by releasing stored antifreeze liquid. In general, the presence of antifreeze on the surface, with or without the epidermis layer, prevents the accumulation of all the studied forms of ice for a significantly longer time when compared to all other studied anti-icing coatings. The addition of the epidermis dramatically improved the
performance of the surface in freezing rain conditions. In particular, the experiments showed that slow condensation on this heterogeneous surface and antifreeze diffusion into drops slowed icing-onset and complete icing-over of the surface by a remarkable ~1000% and ~2000% as compared to the Ny+PG and rest of the samples (i.e., 30 and 60 minutes vs. <3 minutes). For the condensation frosting experiments, addition of the epidermis slowed both the icing-onset and complete icing-over of the surface by about 133% as compared to the Ny+PG (additional 20 to 40 minutes) and by at least 1600% as compared to all other samples (i.e., 80 minutes vs. <5 minutes). Furthermore, in contrast to the large ice crystals covering the Ny+PG surface, only a thin frost-like layer formed on the Ny+HB+PG coating. Icing-onset during the misting experiments was delayed by the presence of the antifreeze by ~600% (i.e., 30 minutes vs. <5 minutes) on both the antifreeze infused coatings when compared to the rest of the samples. The addition of the epidermis on top of the dermis had negligible effect on delaying freezing of the mist because of rapid merging of the impinging micro-drops with the condensate that flooded the pores. Condensate flooding of the pores also accelerated icing during the freezing rain experiments by increasing large drop adhesion to the superhydrophobic surfaces. However, due to the heterogeneous nature of the Ny+HB+PG surface the condensation occurred much slower than on the Ny+PG sample providing additional delay in icing onset. Since high humidity leading to condensation is likely to occur along with freezing fog and rain, the experiments represent a conservative assessment of the anti-icing characteristics of the tested coatings. It was also observed that the release of antifreeze not only delayed icing of the surfaces, but also affected the ice morphology and significantly reduced its adhesion. The latter effect was likely caused by the presence of a thin lubricating melt layer between
the ice and the surface. The thin lubricating melt film could also help reduce
nano/microscale topology abrasive erosion typically observed on superhydrophobic
surfaces due to repeated deicing.75
CHAPTER 3
INHIBITION OF CONDENSATION FROSTING BY ARRAYS OF
HYGROSCOPIC ANTIFREEZE DROPS

3.1. Introduction

It was shown in Chapter 1 that the nucleation rate can be exponentially decreased using two approaches: (1) by increasing the water contact angle of the surface and (2) by decreasing the water vapor concentration above it. Hydrophobic surfaces and SHS have been proposed as anti-icing coatings based on the first approach. However, Chapter 2 demonstrated that these surfaces are susceptible to frosting. In contrast, in this Chapter inhibition of frosting through modification of the water vapor concentration near the surface with hygroscopic liquids is studied. Recently Beysens and co-workers have explored the formation of frost around microscale NaCl salt crystals and salt saturated water drops.64 Because the partial pressure of water at the hygroscopic liquid's surface is lower than $P_{SAT}$, the salt saturated water drop can act as a humidity sink and form a region of inhibited condensation (RIC), and with that condensation frosting, around it.64–68 The RIC can also form during condensation around drop of the same fluid65,66,68 as well as during nucleation of calcite crystals.77 The plot in Figure 3.1b shows water vapor pressure above pure water, ice, salt saturated water, and propylene glycol-water solution (60%, 90%, and 99% propylene glycol by weight) in the temperature range of -40°C to 20°C. If the environment temperature is greater or equal to that of the substrate, all of these substances have water vapor pressure at their surface lower than $P_{SAT}$ and thus act as humidity sinks.
The size of the RIC can be estimated from radial water vapor pressure distribution around an isolated humidity sink with surface water vapor pressure \( P_{HS} \) that is below the water vapor pressure at infinity \( P_\infty \). In quasi-steady state, the water vapor pressure profile around the hygroscopic drop with radius \( R \) is hyperbolic, \( P(r) = P_\infty + (P_{HS} - P_\infty)R/r \).\(^{64,65}\) Consequently, as schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1a, nucleation should be inhibited within region \( \delta \) where \( P(r) < P_{SAT} \) equal to \( \delta/R \sim (P_{HS} - P_\infty)/(P_{SAT} - P_\infty) \). For example, for an isolated drop of 99% propylene glycol and salt saturated water (~23%...
NaCl by weight) with \( R = 900 \mu m \) resting on a sample cooled to \(-10^\circ C\) with air at \( 20^\circ C \) and 50% relative humidity, \( \delta/R_{99\%PG} \approx 1.3 \) and \( \delta/R_{21\%NaCl} \approx 1.1 \). Consequently, only an array of hygroscopic drops could provide a scalable frost prevention technique.

The hypothesis is that frost formation can be significantly delayed over entire surface covered by array of hygroscopic drops that have center to center separation distance (S) smaller than \( 2\delta \) (see Figures 3.1c and 3.1d). A closely spaced array of diethylene glycol (DEG) droplets was previously demonstrated to inhibit further nucleation of DEG drops over the array surface.\(^68\) Analogous behavior was also reported for calcite crystal growth.\(^69\) Furthermore, delayed condensation frosting due to integral effect of randomly spaced propylene glycol-filled micropores was implied by the work on responsive antifreeze releasing bi-layer anti-icing coatings presented in Chapter 2.\(^78\) Since majority of common antifreeze substances such as salts (\( \text{NaCl and CaCl}_2 \)), glycols, and alcohols are hygroscopic, exploiting the humidity sink array effect to delay frost formation could be possible. The hypothesis is tested experimentally by exploring how frost develops around individual and multiple drops of hygroscopic liquids deposited on a hydrophobic surface. Specifically, frosting dynamics around arrays of macroscale and microscale drops of salt saturated water and propylene glycol with average spacing below and above \( 2\delta \) are studied. These two liquids are used as representatives of the two most common types of antifreezes, salts and glycols. Frost growth delay obtained using the humidity sink array approach is compared with the common ice and frost prevention technique, represented here through antifreeze films with volume equivalent to that of the drop array.
3.2. Results and Discussion

3.2.1. Sample Fabrication and Experimental Procedure

In order to assure about hemispherical shape of drops of both the liquids, a hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) film was deposited on a silicon wafer. The silicon wafer (P type, 100 orientation from University Wafers) was cleaned by ultrasonicallying it in a bath of acetone for 10 minutes and double rinsing it with purified water and acetone for 1 minute and drying in air. Next, the specimen was oxygen plasma cleaned for 3 min using Blue Lantern Nano BL1 plasma reactor with 250 mTorr and 50% power. Liquid Teflon precursor (Dupont AF amorphous fluoropolymer) diluted in FC-40 solvent (Sigma-Aldrich) to 20% by weight was spin coated on the wafer at 3000 RPM for 1 minute. The resulting thin film of PTFE was cured at 100°C for 1 h. The static, advancing and receding contact angles of water, salt saturated water, and propylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich 99.5%) and water solution at different weight concentration were measured for at least six drops using a Rame-hart 290-U1 goniometer and are presented in Table 2.1. To make the saturated salt solution, excessive NaCl powder (Sigma Aldrich) was added into 20 mL of distilled water and stirred using magnetic stirrer for 1 hour. Afterwards, the salt saturated liquid was separated from the sediment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquid</th>
<th>$\theta$ (°)</th>
<th>$\theta_a$ (°)</th>
<th>$\theta_r$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>122 ± 1</td>
<td>126 ± 1</td>
<td>113 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salt saturated water</td>
<td>123 ± 1</td>
<td>127 ± 1</td>
<td>114 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.5% PG</td>
<td>94 ± 1</td>
<td>94 ± 1</td>
<td>89 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% PG</td>
<td>98 ± 1</td>
<td>99 ± 1</td>
<td>89 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of PG</td>
<td>Static (θ)</td>
<td>Advancing (θ_a)</td>
<td>Receding (θ_r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60% PG</td>
<td>102±1</td>
<td>104±1</td>
<td>94±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40% PG</td>
<td>107±1</td>
<td>111±1</td>
<td>99±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% PG</td>
<td>113±1</td>
<td>117±1</td>
<td>107±1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.1** Static (θ), advancing (θ_a), and receding (θ_r) contact angles of different studied liquids on the PTFE-coated silicon water. Percentage of propylene glycol (PG) in water solution is indicated in per weight terms.

The experiments were conducted under a Zeiss AXIO Zoom V16 high magnification optical microscope with Zeiss Apo Z 1.5x/0 lens with working distance of 3 cm connected to ETS 5518 environmental chamber using a custom built extension section made out of acrylic. The sample was cooled using a 6 by 6 cm peltier element (ATE-1-288-3AS from Analog Technologies), which in turn was cooled by flow of 4°C water using AP28R-30 VWR recirculating bath. The temperature on the surface of the sample was monitored using T-type thermocouple (Omega) and maintained constant by PTC-10 temperature controller (Stanford Research System). The entire sample and peltier assembly was placed in the custom made acrylic extension chamber. The humidity and temperature in the chamber was maintained at 50±2% and 23±1°C. Both of these quantities were monitored using the built-in sensors in the main environmental chamber as well as in close proximity to the sample using Sensirion SHT2x humidity and temperature sensor. The temperature of sample surface was initially maintained at 20°C and then reduced to -10°C at about a rate of 60°C/min. Imaging of the samples was commenced at the start of sample cooling and was continued until the samples were completely covered by ice. The images were analyzed using the Zeiss AxioVison and ImageJ software. The least square fits of the
collected results were performed using "NonlinearModelFit[]" function in Wolfram’s Mathematica.

Six types of experiments were performed (I to VI). In type I experiment, a single drop with 0.2 µL, 0.5 µL, 1 µL or 2 µL volume was deposited on a sample. In type II experiment, four 2 µL droplets were placed at the corners of a 2 by 2 square lattice. In type III experiment, thirty 2 µL drops were placed on a 12 by 15 mm² sample in a 5 by 6 square lattice array. In type IV experiment 60 µL of either propylene glycol or salt saturated water was deposited on a 12 by 15 mm² piece of nylon filter (Nylon 66 Membranes from Supelco) to facilitate formation of a stable liquid film. The thickness of nylon was 70 µm, which was much smaller than the thickness of the liquid film above the nylon (~260 µm). In type V experiment we studied freezing of arrays of microscale droplets that were deposited onto 30 mm² samples using a beaker vaporizer. The sample was weighted before and after spraying of the droplets to determine quantity of deposited liquid. The densely and sparsely distributed drops corresponded to 0.017 mg/mm² (~20% surface coverage) and 0.0067 mg/mm² (~45% surface coverage), respectively. The propylene glycol droplets had initial average radius of 17 µm and were separated by, on average, 38 µm and 61 µm in the "dense" and "sparse" cases. In case of salt saturated water solution, the average radius and separation distance were 69 µm for the "sparse" case and 26 µm and 76 µm for the "dense" case and 14 µm, respectively. In type VI experiment, films of the antifreeze liquids with volume equivalent to that of the microscale drop arrays was deposited on a plasma cleaned silicon wafer without the PTFE coating. A nylon filter was not used in this case because the film thickness (~15 to 20 µm) was much smaller than the filter thickness. For all
experiments we studied frosting around drops of propylene glycol (initially at 99.5% concentration) and saturated salty water (~23% NaCl by weight).

3.2.2. Frost Growth Dynamics Around Individual Hygroscopic Drops

Figure 3.2 show representative results for type I experiment, in which isolated 0.2 to 2 µL drops of 99% propylene glycol and salt saturated water were placed at the center of a cooled PTFE coated silicon wafer. In general, radius of a drop growing via direct mass transfer from the vapor phase follows the generic power law $R(t) = R_0(1 + t/\tau)^{1/\alpha}$, where $\tau$ is a case specific time constant and $\alpha$~2 and ~3 for isolated (hyperbolic pressure distribution) and multiple drops (linear pressure distribution), respectively. Guadarrama-Cetina et al. recently used scaling analysis to show that for an isolated drop of a hygroscopic liquid $\alpha$~5. The growth of majority of the propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops we studied agreed with this scaling, following power growth law with $\alpha$~5 to 6. For example, the illustrative drops of propylene glycol and salt saturated water in Figure 3.2, $\alpha$=5.07±0.26 and $\alpha$=6.2±0.33 (± one standard deviation). Considering that the environmental conditions in the experiments quickly begin to deviate from the idealized conditions used in the scaling analysis (e.g. formation of open frost dome described below), the agreement is reasonable.

While the growth of the original drops followed the expected growth law, some unique features occurred around the cooled propylene glycol drops. Specifically, right after cooling was initiated, formation of a condensation "halo" in the neighborhood of the propylene glycol drop was observed. This process occurred prior to condensation of drops anywhere else on the substrate, implying that vapor pressure of water was locally increased
near the drop. Consequently, the drop was likely rejecting absorbed water vapor as it was cooling to adjust the equilibrium value for given temperature (see Figure 3.1b). Similar halo formation process has been previously reported by Jung et al.\textsuperscript{80} for cooled drops of pure water. However, after the temperature of the substrate was lowered to \(-10^\circ C\), the droplets condensed inside of the halo essentially ceased to grow. In contrast, once the temperature of the substrate was below 13°C to 14°C droplets rapidly condensed, grew, and started coalescing in the region outside of the original halo. Because of this markedly different droplet growth dynamics the halo area is referred to as the RIC. The images in Figure 3.2b show the vivid difference between condensate on the inside and outside of RIC after 5 minutes of cooling. The shown RIC has a radius of \(\delta \approx 1600 \mu m\) that remained nearly constant throughout the rest of the experiment. In fact, it was observed that value of \(\delta\) remained nearly constant during the experiments for 0.2 \(\mu L\), 0.5 \(\mu L\), 1 \(\mu L\), and 2 \(\mu L\) drops of both of the liquids (only differences was that we did not observe formation of stagnant drops within the RIC around salt saturated water drops). While at first puzzling, this trend can be explained using simple scaling analysis recently derived by Guadarrama-Cetina et al.\textsuperscript{64,65} The authors derived an expression for \(\delta/R\) in terms of the initial humidity sink pressure (e.g. salt saturated water) as 

\[
\frac{\delta}{R} \approx 1 + \left(\frac{\zeta}{R}\right)\left(\frac{R_0}{R}\right)^3\left((P_{SAT-I} - P_{HS@t=0})/(P_\infty - P_{SAT})\right),
\]

where \(\zeta\) is the thickness of the mass transfer boundary layer. Rearranging this expression we obtain 

\[
(\delta - R)_{t=I}/(\delta - R)_{t=0} \approx (\delta_I - R_I)/(\delta_0 - R_0) \approx (R_0/R_I)^3
\]

and subsequently 

\[
\frac{\delta_I}{R_0} = \frac{R_I}{R_0} + (\frac{\delta_0}{R_0} - 1)(\frac{R_0}{R_I})^3.
\]

For a typical value of \(\delta_0/R_0 \approx 1.5\) in our experiments, enlarging of the drop to \(R_I/R_0 \approx 1.25\) (maximum quantified value in our experiments) leaves the absolute RIC radius unchanged \((\delta_I/R_0 \approx 1.5\). More intuitively, the plot in Figure 2c shows steady decay of the RIC radius scaled relative to
the drop radius ($\delta/R$) towards the expected limit of 1 (i.e. no RIC when solution is completely diluted).

The frost growth process around the original drop proceeded in four stages illustrated in Figure 3.2d. The first stage consisted of freezing of the condensed supercooled drops outside of the RIC. This process was initiated within few minutes of cooling at the edges of the specimen and propagated in the previously described wave-like fashion. A closer evaluation reveals some of the recently described intricate processes involved with the frost wave propagation. These include microdrop evaporation at the expense of dendrites growing from neighboring frozen drops and, in some cases, microdrop freezing due to contact with such dendrites. The second frosting stage occurred after ~30 min when frost wave propagated around the entire RIC. Interestingly, after surrounding the RIC, growth of ice dendrites toward the drop was not only halted, but was in fact reversed. This occurred because $P_{HS}$ for propylene glycol is much lower than $P_{SAT-ice}$ (see Figure 3.1b). At this point frost growth occurred primarily through vertical growth of dendrites, which eventually formed an open top frost dome around the original drop. Since this frost dome blocked top down visual access to the edge of the drop and the RIC, they could not be quantified both after ~80 to 90 min. Nevertheless, within the third growth stage the original drop grew at the expense of the surrounding open frost dome. For the propylene drop with original volume of 2 µL, this process proceeded for nearly 3 hours until the diluted drop came in contact with an ice dendrite and wicked into the frost (concluding fourth growth stage). The drop wicking times increased with the drop size, being for 50 min, 95 min, 180 min, and 240 min for the 0.2 µL, 0.5 µL, 1 µL, and 2 µL drops of propylene glycol drops, respectively. For the 0.2 µL, 0.5 µL, 1 µL, and 2 µL drops of salty water the drop wicking
times were 39 min, 86 min, 120 min, and 145 min, respectively. Right prior to wicking into frost, the studied drops had final $R/R_0$ of 1.35 to 1.5. This drop enlargement corresponds to dilution to 30 to 40% by weight of propylene glycol in the solution and 5 to 10% by weight of salt in the solution, respectively. For the propylene glycol, this diluted concentration range is above the freezing point concentration of 25% at -10°C. In contrast, at this temperature the freezing point concentration of salt-water solution is ~15%, explaining why formation of ice crystals was visible on some of the salt drops even prior to contact with the neighboring ice dendrites. In either case, the RIC exists until drop is diluted to near its freezing concentration when $P_{HS} \approx P_{SAT-l}$ (i.e. RIC exists longer for larger drops because it takes a longer time to dilute them to the freezing concentration).
Figure 3.2 Representative frost growth dynamics around isolated hygroscopic drop: (a) plot of drop (R) and RIC (δ) radius vs. time for 2 µL isolated drops of saturated salt solution and 99% propylene glycol and (b) images corresponding to the latter, (c) plot of variation δ/R vs. of R/R0 for six different drops (PG-propylene glycol, NaCl-saturated water solution), and (d) schematic illustrating the four observed frost growth stages around hygroscopic drops.
3.2.3. Frost Growth Around Arrays of Hygroscopic Macroscale Drops and Hygroscopic Films
Figure 3.3 Images of condensation frosting around four 2 μL propylene glycol (PG) drops with (a) sparse separation of $S/2R_0 \sim 2.2$ and (b) dense separation of $S/2R_0 \sim 1.3$, and (c) corresponding plot of temporal evolution of the average drop radius (data for analogous experiment with four 2 μL drops of NaCl saturated water solution are also presented).

The crucial result from the frost growth experiments around individual microliter sized hygroscopic drop was that the size of the RIC remains nearly unchanged for extended periods of time. As a consequence, the area between two drops with $S < 2\delta$ should remain frost free until, at least, the two drops coalesce or are wicked away into neighboring frost. To test hypothesis type II frosting experiments were conducted with arrays of four 2 μL drops of propylene glycol or salt saturated water. This size of drops was selected because they provided the longest duration of the RIC. Since it was observed that for the given conditions $\delta/R_0 (= 2\delta/2R_0) \sim 1.6$ to 1.9, drop arrays with $S/2R_0 \sim 1.3$ to 1.6 and $S/2R_0 \sim 2.2$ to 2.6 were tested. The results presented in Figure 3.3 clearly show that while frost growth occurred in-between the sparsely separated drops it was completely inhibited in-between the densely spaced drops. A square RIC with round corners and edge width of $\sim 2.2 S (\sim 6R_0)$ was established around the drops. The sparsely spaced drops did not impact each other's growth, with the average radius following the power growth law with $\alpha=6.2\pm0.33$. The average radius of the densely spaced drops followed the same trend with $\alpha=6.3\pm0.34$, however, their proximity did impact each other's growth. Specifically, the centers of each of four closely spaced drops moved $\sim 50$ to 100 μm towards the center of lattice in the first 30 min of growth. Subsequently, the drop centers' movement reversed towards outside of the array. This behavior likely occurred because the partial water vapor
pressure is lower in the center of the square lattice ($P_{HS}$) than on its perimeter ($P_{SAT\text{-}ice}$). As a consequence, the pressure gradient, and with that the diffusive mass flux, is asymmetric (highest in the center of the square array). Because the drops are smaller than water capillary length (~2.7 mm) and have low pinning on the PTFE substrate, their shape is dominated by surface tension forces. Thus, rather than obtaining a non-symmetric drop shape, the drop centers moved. As in the single drop experiments, the inhibition of frost growth continued until the drops wicked away into the surrounding frost after coming in contact with ice dendrites, which occurred after around 230 min and 130 min of experiment for propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops, respectively. After wicking of the drops, frost rapidly propagated into the cleared areas. It is noted that the RIC remained frost free for about same period of time for the single and the four drop arrays (240 vs. 230 min for propylene glycol drops and 145 vs. 130 min for the salt water).

Encouraged by successful inhibition of frost within the smaller drop array, type III experiment, in which 30 drops of propylene glycol or salt saturated water, with 2 µL volume each, were placed in a 5 by 6 array with square lattice with $S/2R_0$~1.4 to 1.5 on a 12 by 15 mm$^2$ sample were conducted (see Figure 3.4a). The plot in Figure 3.4c shows that prior to first coalescence the average radius of propylene glycol drops increases according to the power law with $\alpha$=6.5±1.5 ($\alpha$=5.8±0.8 for salt saturated water). The average drop radius increased in a more quantized fashion after onset of the propylene glycol drop coalescence that occurred after 60 min of the experiment. For the drop array in Figure 3.4a, wicking of the first outer drops into the frost occurred after about 200 min. Immediately afterwards, frost propagated from the outer edge of the original array RIC to the edges of the new RIC posed by the rearranged remaining drops. This behavior continued throughout
the rest of the experiment, clearly highlighting the dynamic evolution of the RIC around the rearranging array. The last propylene glycol drops were overtaken by frost after a remarkable 480 min of cooling. The time for complete frosting over of the samples varied from experiment to experiment, being in the range of 6 to 8 h for propylene glycol and 2 to 4 h for salt saturated water drop arrays. The spread in the complete freezing times is due to small variations in drop arrangements that led to different coalescence patterns, and with that, wicking away times. Irrelevant of this variation, the presence of the array of antifreeze drops dramatically delayed icing of the samples, which without any antifreeze completely frosted over in just 7 to 8 min.

For comparative purposes type IV frosting experiments with films of the propylene glycol or salt saturated water solution with volume equivalent to that of the 30 drop arrays (i.e. 60 µL) were conducted. To ensure complete spreading of the film over the surface the liquids were deposited on a nanoporous nylon filter with thickness much smaller than that of the film (~70 vs. ~260 µm) with same base area as the 30 drop arrays. As in the previous experiments described in Chapter 2, the filter was taped down on the side to prevent wicking of the liquid into surrounding frost and the antifreeze liquid was dyed blue to facilitate image processing. After start of the experiment, frost rapidly grew on the tape surrounding the filter and progressively extended over its edges. Since ice nucleation does not occur near the edges, it was concluded that the frost is overhanging the antifreeze film without coming into contact with it (consequently it is not counted towards ice coverage). The onset of ice nucleation on the propylene glycol films, indicating dilution to 25% by weight, occurs near the center of the filter after ~200 to 220 min. After onset of nucleation, slurry like ice spreads over the entire area occupied by the film. Gradually, frost-like
dendritic ice emerges from the slurry. In repetition of the film icing experiments, the entire surface area of the films was covered by ice within 200 to 320 min and 40 to 80 min for propylene glycol and salt saturated water films, respectively. The large scatter of the film freezing times occurs because of the random nature of the ice nucleation process (i.e. ice does not always emerge immediately after the film is diluted past the freezing point concentration). However, in all cases, the films iced over quicker than the drop arrays. In
particular, on average the propylene glycol and salt saturated water drop arrays delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.6 and 2.8 times longer than the films, respectively.

An interesting aspect of the frost formation process that can be inferred from comparison of frosting in these two scenarios is that, despite twice higher surface area, the dilution rate of the array of drops is not faster than that of the equivalent film. This observation at first seems to contradict basic mass transfer principles: by doubling the low concentration (pressure) area of we do not increase the moisture diffusion rate from the

**Figure 3.4** Images of condensation frosting over (a) an array of 30 propylene glycol (PG) drops with $S/2R_0 \sim 1.4$ to 1.5, and (b) a film of 60 µL propylene glycol, (c) corresponding plot of temporal evolution of the average drop radius, and (d) frost coverage. Data for NaCl saturated water is also indicated in (c) and (d). concentration (pressure) area of we do not increase the moisture diffusion rate from the
high concentration (pressure) region (in fact might decrease it since in Figure 3.3 nucleation for propylene glycol film occurred around 220 min while for drops some possible signs of ice nucleation within drops occurred around 440 min). To explain this phenomenon Comsol Multiphysics was used to simulate quasi-steady state vapor concentration distribution around drops within the array. Four different drop heat transfer scenarios within the drop were simulated. The resulting surface temperature profiles were used to obtain a temperature-dependent water vapor concentration around the drop surface. The results showed that when the boundary layer thickness is significantly greater than the drop and the RIC radii (i.e. > 5 mm), the mass transfer rate is nearly identical in the four simulated drop heating scenarios and in the planar film case. Since this boundary layer thickness is in agreement with values estimated for similar frosting scenario by Guardarrama-Centina et al., it is concluded that an increase in ice nucleation time with increase in the hydroscopic liquid surface area was not observed because boundary layer thickness is significantly greater than the drop radii. The further discrepancy between the ice nucleation time in film and in drops is likely due to random nature of nucleation dynamics.
Figure 3.5 Images of frost propagation of microscale droplets of (a) salt saturated water and (b) propylene glycol (PG); (c) percentage of frost coverage corresponding to (a) and (b) as well as equivalent experiments with arrays salt saturated water microdroplets.
3.2.4. Frost Growth Around Sprayed Arrays of Hygroscopic Microscale Drops

From a practical point of view, to take advantage of the integral humidity sink effect induced by hygroscopic drop arrays, the drops would have to be sprayed instead of being dispensed individually onto the surface. This would result in randomly distributed arrays of microscale droplets with sizes smaller than those of pipette-dispensed drops that were studied in previous sections (minimum tested diameter was ~300 μm for the 0.2 μL drop as frosting around smaller hygroscopic drops was previously studied by Guadarrama-Cetina et al. 64,65). To this end type V frosting experiments were conducted with two different areal densities of microscale propylene glycol and salt saturated water droplets deposited onto the PTFE coated silicon wafer using an atomizer. Figure 3.5 shows freezing dynamics of the sparsely and the densely distributed droplets with initial average radius to average spacing ratio of \( S/2R_0 \sim 1.1 \) and \( S/2R_0 \sim 1.8 \) for propylene glycol and of \( S/2R_0 \sim 1.4 \) and \( S/2R_0 \sim 2.4 \) for salt saturated water solution, respectively. In all cases, for the first 7 to 10 min the original droplets grew rapidly through further condensation and coalescence. Subsequently, a frost wave initiated at the sample edges began to percolate towards the center. For the sparsely distributed droplets, the frost wave propagated in a typical manner previously reported by Guardarrama-Centina et al.65 and Boreyko et al.44 Its propagation was significantly slower in the case of the densely spaced drops, which enabled their significant enlargement. Consequently, the large drops were diluted below the freezing concentration and began to freeze in the center of the sample prior to contact with the frost wave edge. Overall, this resulted in alteration of the freezing dynamics from "outside in mode" for the sparsely separated droplets to mostly "inside out mode" for the
densely separated droplets. The plot in Figure 3.5c shows that the samples covered by the sparsely and densely spaced propylene glycol droplets were on average frosted over within 45 min and 62 min, respectively. The corresponding values for salt saturated water solution were 21 min and 31.3 min. For comparative purposes type VI frosting experiments were conducted with films of both liquids spread over hydrophilic silicon wafer with volume equivalent to the sprayed drops. The propylene glycol and salt saturated water films equivalent to dense drop arrays completely frosted over on average in 6.3 min. For reference, frosting experiments with bare PTFE covered sample, which frosted over in ~7 min, were also conducted. In other words in both cases the denser arrays of droplets delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.4 to 1.5 times longer than the sparsely spaced droplets. The denser arrays of droplets also delayed icing over of the surface 5 and 10 times longer than equivalent saturated salt water and propylene glycol films.

3.3. Conclusions

In this Chapter condensation frosting dynamics in presence of macroscopic and microscopic hygroscopic antifreeze droplets were explored. Guardarrama-Centina et al.\textsuperscript{64,65} recently demonstrated that if the water vapor pressure at the hygroscopic liquid's surface is lower than the saturation pressure at the sample surface, a region of inhibited condensation (i.e. RIC), and with that frosting, occurs around the individual microscopic droplet of the liquid. It was first demonstrated that, as for microscopic drops,\textsuperscript{64,65} for macroscopic droplets ($R_0 > 300 \ \mu m$) of propylene glycol and salt saturated water the absolute RIC size remains essentially unchanged with $\delta/R_0 \sim 1.5$ to 1.8 for $R/R_0 < 1.25$. Since the growth of the macroscopic drops follows the power growth law with $\alpha \sim 5$ to 6,
increase to $R/R_0 \sim 1.25$ can take a substantial time (e.g. 2 h for 2 µL drop). Within ~20 to 30 min a frost wave initiated at the outer edges of the sample percolated through the RIC. However, because $P_{SAT-ice} < P_{HS}$, propagation of ice dendrites was reversed at the edge of RIC. It was observed that the RIC was not only confined to the sample surface, but also expanded into three dimensions resulting in frost eventually growing into an open-dome like shape around the drop. Eventually the drop was diluted past $P_{SAT-ice} > P_{HS}$ and the liquid wicked into frost after coming in contact with one of the extending ice dendrites. For the 2 µL drop of propylene glycol this occurred after a remarkable 3h.

Utilizing the observation that the size of the RIC remains unchanged for prolonged periods of time, it was demonstrated that frost formation can be completely inhibited in-between small and large arrays of propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops with $S/2R_0 \sim 1.3$ to 1.6 ($< 2\delta$). It was found that on average the arrays of macroscopic propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.6 and 2.8 times longer than films of the liquids with equivalent volume, respectively. In turn, it was shown that dense arrays of sprayed microscale droplets with $S/2R_0 \sim 1.1$ to 1.4 delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.4 to 1.5 times longer than the sparsely spaced droplets with $S/2R_0 \sim 1.8$ to 2.4 and 5 to 10 times longer than films with volume equivalent (to denser arrays). In addition, due to the integral humidity sink effect frost wave propagation into the densely spaced microdroplet array was significantly slower than for the sparsely spaced microdroplets. This resulted in a major alteration freezing dynamics from “outside in mode” for the sparsely separated droplets to mostly “inside out mode” for the densely separated droplets. Thus this Chapter demonstrates that the integral humidity
sink effect of array of hygroscopic drops with $S < 2\delta$ can be exploited to get better antifrosting performance out of a fixed volume of hygroscopic antifreeze.
CHAPTER 4

SPATIAL CONTROL OF DROPLET AND FROST NUCLEATION USING ENGINEERED INTEGRAL HUMIDITY SINK EFFECT

4.1. Introduction

The onset of frost growth can occur through direct desublimation and condensation of droplets followed by their freezing, which is known as condensation frosting. In both cases the nuclei formation rate per unit area, $I$, can be expressed according to Becker-Döring embryo formation kinetics as:

$$I = I_0 \exp \left( \frac{\Delta G_c}{kT_{\text{sur}}} \right) \quad (\text{Eq. 4.1})$$

where $I_0$ is the kinetic prefactor, $\Delta G_c$ is the critical Gibbs energy change for nucleation, $T_{\text{sur}}$ is temperature of the surface, and $k$ is the Boltzmann constant. At the critical embryo size, $r_c$, $\Delta G_c$ equals:

$$\Delta G_c = \frac{4 \pi \sigma_{ij}^3 V_m^2 \left( 2 - 3 \cos \theta + \cos^3 \theta \right)}{3 \left( \bar{R} T_{\text{sur}} \ln \left( \frac{P}{P_{\text{sat}}} \right) \right)^2} \quad (\text{Eq. 4.2})$$

Where $\theta$ is the contact angle of the embryo in contact with the solid (subscript $s$) and subscript $i$ and $j$ correspond to either vapor or liquid state of water, $\bar{R}$ is the ideal gas constant, and $V_m$ is the molar volume of the liquid, $P$ is the partial pressure of water vapor in the surrounding, and $P_{\text{SAT}}$ is the water vapor saturation pressure corresponding to the surface temperature. Eq. 4.1 and 4.2 imply that frost formation can be significantly delayed (i.e. nucleation rate decreased) by increasing $\theta$. Since it only requires modification of the surface chemistry, this approach to frost inhibition has been studied in depth. To surpass limits of hydrophobicity induced by chemistry alone, nanoscale and microscale
surface texturing has been used to develop superhydrophobic anti-frosting surfaces. However, the macroscopically high contact angle of such surfaces (>150°) does not necessarily translate into decrease in nucleation rate below the rate for flat hydrophobic surface predicted by classical nucleation theory because nuclei can form in-between the surface features or follow alternative growth pathways. On some superhydrophobic surfaces, however, frost growth can be delayed through alternative physical mechanisms such as condensate ejection upon coalescence.

Another approach for spatial control of vapor nucleation is disruption of a hydrophobic surface with hydrophilic patterns onto which droplets condense preferentially. Boreyko and co-workers recently demonstrated that by intelligently spacing the hydrophilic areas dry zones in-between condensed droplets can be created. This clever trick stops the spread of frost by preventing ice-bridging in-between of individual droplets. While promising, it is unclear if this effect can be used to inhibit frost in industrial setting where hydrophobic areas are prone to physical damage.

In addition to decreasing surface wettability, Eq. 4.1 and 4.2 suggest that the onset of frost formation can be significantly delayed through decrease of the nucleation rate via local reduction of the water vapor pressure above the surface. This task, however, is significantly more difficult to achieve than engineering of surface wettability and has only recently been explored. Guadarrama-Cetina et al. demonstrated that water vapor pressure can be locally decreased below the saturation pressure through presence of a hygroscopic liquid. Specifically, the authors have shown that a region of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting (RIC) forms around a water drop saturated with salt. The water vapor concentration at the surface of this hygroscopic liquid $C_{HS}$ (from ideal
gas law equal to $P_{HS}/\bar{R}T_{HS}=P_{HS}/\bar{R}T_{sur}$) is lower than $C_{SAT}$ which leads to formation of a “humidity sink” and decreased water vapor concentration in its vicinity. The existence of RIC was also described during condensation of water$^{106,107}$ and other hygroscopic liquids$^{108,109}$ as well as during nucleation of calcite crystals.$^{110}$ In previous Chapter it was shown that a significant delay in surface frosting can be achieved by arranging drops of hygroscopic liquid in an orderly array so that the individual RICs overlap.$^{109}$ Such integral humidity sink effect was also implied by long delay in condensation observed on bi-layer antifreeze infused anti-icing coatings described in Chapter 2.$^{111}$ To reiterate, this surface delays formation of glaze and rime by repelling impacting drops and, once the pores are flooded, counteracts formation of frost through diffusive release of the antifreeze liquid. Both the observed long delay in frost formation as well as pinning of impinging drops during freezing rain as compared to a superhydrophobic surface implied that water vapor distribution was altered above the surface. Analogously to a drop of hygroscopic liquid, the image in Figure 4.1a shows that a pore in a hydrophobic film filled by the liquid also creates a RIC in its vicinity. Contrasting of images in Figures 4.1b and 4.1c clearly demonstrates that, as with arrays of hygroscopic drops,$^{109}$ overlapping of the RIC of individual pores leads to inhibition of nucleation over the entire surface.

This Chapter focuses on laying the theoretical foundation and providing experimental validation of the mass transport mechanism that governs the integral humidity sink effect based on the bi-layer hygroscopic liquid infused coatings. A custom environmental chamber that enables quantitative comparison between the proposed theory and experimental results was developed. Utility of this chamber is demonstrated with validation of scaling laws previously developed for the size of RIC around an isolated humidity sink.
(drop or pore). Next, model previously developed for calculation of heat spreading resistance is extended to model the current problem. It is used to demonstrate that the condensation onset temperature on the pore array is governed only by properties of the hygroscopic liquid, the source water vapor concentration, and the non-dimensional pore size and ratio of the pore spacing to boundary layer thickness. It is show that as the latter ratio decreases with pore array length scale change to microscale and below, the entire surface concentration becomes uniform and equal to the concentration set by the humidity sink. In other words, the surface concentration becomes completely independent of the non-dimensional pore size. The threshold geometrical parameters for this condition are identified. It is shown that this condition leads to dramatic decrease in nucleation onset surface temperature. With this new fundamental insight, it is demonstrated how the bi-layer surfaces can be designed to engineer the integral humidity sink effect to provide a scalable and robust anti-frosting coating.
Figure 4.1 Schematics and images of nucleation and condensation frosting inhibition on a hydrophobic membrane with (a) an individual pore with diameter of 500 μm and (b & c) 4 by 4 square pore array with (b) non-overlapping regions of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting (RIC) due to pore spacing, \( a \), being larger than size of RIC \( (a \geq 2\delta) \), and (c) overlapping RIC (i.e. \( a \leq 2\delta \)); in this case condensation frosting is completely inhibited in-between the pores due to the integral humidity sink effect. In all cases the membranes are on top of a hydrophilic porous layer infused with propylene glycol antifreeze.

4.2. Sample Fabrication and Experimental Setup

4.2.1. Environmental Chamber

To facilitate analysis of the integral humidity sink effect, a custom environmental chamber schematically shown in Figure 4.3a was designed. This chamber was designed to
mimic the mass transport within a boundary layer where diffusion dominates the transport in the direction normal to the surface. Specifically, the chamber was designed to inhibit natural convection (inherently it is a stable design with heated top and cooled bottom) and to provide a stable and well-controlled vapor source on its top. The chamber has acrylic sides, while the top 3 cm by 3 cm layer consists of a transparent Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) heater supporting a fully wetted cotton fabric. The heater is used to maintain a stable temperature of the inner side of the cotton fabric that is lowered and maintained using a water-cooled Peltier element. Omega CSi32 and SRS PTC10 temperature controllers were used to control the temperatures of the ITO heater and peltier, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.2, T-type thermocouples were used measure the temperature of the vapor source and the surface temperature of the sample. To provide top-down optical access, a round opening with 1 cm diameter was cut in the cotton layer. The distance between the cotton fabric (top) and the sample (bottom) is 5 mm. An acrylic spacer (5 mm in height) was placed between the top and bottom to hold the positions of thermocouple, sample and peltier.

To demonstrate that diffusion is the dominant vapor transport mechanism, calibration film condensation experiments onto a superhydrophilic copper oxide sample were conducted. The change in the height of the condensing film was measured as a function of time and compared the results to film thickness predicted from one dimensional diffusion calculations. To avoid artifacts associated with dynamics of condensation onset, a uniform thin film of water (<0.2 mm) was deposited on the surface. The sample surface temperature was maintained constant at 5°C in all experiments, while the vapor source temperature was set to 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C in order to significantly vary the source vapor.
concentration. Imaging Source camera (DFK 23UP031, 1.8–3.6 mm, 1/3”) placed on the side of the chamber to record the water film growth onto the cooled samples. The water film height was extracted from the images through image processing using ImageJ software. The experimental results plotted in Figure 4.2b show that the thickness of the water film increased linearly with time for each of the imposed temperature differences. Using a linear fit to the experimental data, it was calculated the experimental film growth rates were 0.16 ± 0.011 mm/h, 0.25 ± 0.011 mm/h, and 0.4 ± 0.011 mm/h (95% confidence level) for the source temperatures of 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C, respectively.

Assuming one dimensional mass transport, the water flux from the source to the sample, \( J \) (mol m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), can be calculated using Fick’s law as \( J = D_w (C_{source} - C_{film}) / H \) (\( D_w \) for simplicity was assumed to be constant at value of 0.248\( \times 10^{-4} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\), 0.251\( \times 10^{-4} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\), and 0.254\( \times 10^{-4} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) at the average temperature between source and bottom \( (T_{top} + T_{bottom}) / 2 = 12.5°C, 15°C, \) and 17.5°C, respectively\(^{112} \)). In quasi-steady state the change in the film height can be calculated as \( h_{film}(t) - h_0 = Jt / \rho_W M_W \) (where \( h_{film} \) is the temporal height of the film, \( h_0 \) is the original height of the film, \( t \) is time, \( M_W \) and \( \rho_W \) are molar mass and density of water. The plot Figure 4.2b shows excellent agreement between experimentally measured and predicted film heights. Furthermore, the predicted film growth rates for the source temperatures of 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C are 0.16 mm/h, 0.25 mm/h, and 0.37 mm/h, which is also in good agreement with the measured values. Thus, these calibration experiments demonstrate that, as intended, the mass transport in the chamber occurs predominantly through diffusion.
Figure 4.2 (a) Schematic of the designed environmental chamber and (b) plot comparing experimentally measured thickness of condensing water film on superhydrophilic copper oxide surface and same value predicted from one dimensional diffusion theory for three different source (wet cotton) temperatures of 20°C, 25°C, and 30°C with sample temperature at 5°C.
4.2.2. Sample Preparation

The superhydrophilic CuO samples for the chamber calibration experiments were fabricated according to procedure described by Liu et al.113 Briefly, a mirror polished Cu plate (25.4 mm × 25.4 mm × 1.6 mm, McMaster-Carr) was ultrasonically washed for 10 minutes in each of the following solutions: 3.0 M HCl aqueous solution (Sigma-Aldrich), ethanol (VWR), and purified water (18 MΩcm from Nanopure Diamond purification system). The plate was then immersed in a sealed beaker containing 50 mL of 30 mM Ammonia (Sigma-Aldrich). The beaker was then left on hot plate at 60°C for 24 hours. After this time period, the plated was washed in purified water and dried in air. After this procedure, the plated was covered by a dark film of CuO, which consists of hierarchical nanostructures. The water contact angle on this surface was below 5°.

A PTFE film (20 mm × 20 mm × 0.05 mm, McMaster-Carr) was used to fabricate hydrophobic membranes with single pore and multiple pores with the unit cell size of 1 mm. The PTFE film was flattened with a rotational polisher and washed in ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes. AFM analysis showed the polished PTFE film had average roughness about 50 nm. SEM and EDS were used to confirm that the PTFE films were not affected by the polish procedure (i.e. no residual particles). The designs of the pore arrays were drafted using SolidWorks software. A laser cutter (Universal Laser System VLS 6.60) was used to fabricate pores in the PTFE film. The cutting-in-line resolution of this laser system was about 80 µm, producing smallest round pore with radius of about 80 µm.

In order to fabricate the membranes with unit cell size of 125 µm and 250 µm, metal meshes (McMaster-Carr) with this wire-to-wire spacing were dip-coated in PDMS.
(Sylgard 184) diluted in cyclohexane (Sigma Aldrich). The ratio of PDMS curing agent, PDMS base and cyclohexane in weight was 1:10:10. The number of dip-coating steps was used to adjust the size of the openings. Meshes were cleaned through ultrasonication in ethanol and water for 15 minutes, respectively, followed by drying in air. Subsequently, meshes were dipped in the diluted PDMS for 10 seconds and then cured at 120°C for 20 minutes. To fabricate samples consisting of smaller size of pores, after cooling meshes in air to room temperature, the dip-coating process was repeated for up to 6 times. Lastly, the polycarbonate membranes containing pores, whose sizes were 10 nm, 30 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, and 200 nm respectively, were purchased from Sterlitech (Table 4.1 for details). The static contact angle of polycarbonate membrane was ~ 80°. To render the top surface of the membrane hydrophilic, we sputtered ~10 nm of gold using Denton DC sputter coater. The static contact angle of the gold coating was <10°.

In order to determine equivalent parameters for a square grid array for the utilized polycarbonate membranes with randomly distributed pores, SEM images were processed and analyzed using Mathematica. The two geometrical parameters of interest, unit cell size \((a)\) and non-dimensional pore size \((b/a)\), can be determined from manufacturer provided information or direct image analysis. As shown in Table 4.1, the manufacturer provides information on the pore diameter, fractional exterior surface area \((A_f)\), and areal density of the pores \((N_p)\). It can be easily shown that for a square grid array \(b/a = \sqrt{A_f}\) and \(a = \sqrt{1/N_p}\). In addition, knowing the pore diameters, \(d\), from manufacturer one can also calculate \(b/a = \sqrt{d^2/N_p}\). However, not all of the relevant parameters are available (e.g. exact area fraction for 10 nm pores). Consequently, the equivalent unit cell size was
obtained from image analysis. Specifically, for a square grid array the unit cell size is also equal to the distance in between nearest pores. Since on a square grid each point has 4 closest neighbors, this was used as an alternative metric to determine a distribution for $a$. To obtain this value, the raw SEM images (see example in Figure S2a) were imported into Mathematica, and edges were detected using “EdgeDetect” function with Sobel method with the parameters adjusted to each image. Subsequently, the features were filled using “FillingTransform” function (see example image in Figure 4.3b) and individual components of the image were identified using “Morphological Components” function (see example image in Figure 4.3c). Once identified, the coordinates of the centroid of each of the components was computed using “ComponentMeasurements” function (see example plot in Figure 4.3d). Subsequently, the nearest 4 neighbors of each components were identified by iterating through the centroid value array with the “Nearest” function. The distance in-between each of the 4 closest neighboring points and the “center” pore were calculated using the “EuclideanDistance” function. To provide sufficient number of distance to define a distribution, data from at least three analyzed images was combined (duplicate values were removed). The histogram in Figure 4.3e shows an example distribution for the 200 nm pore membrane. The resulting mean values for all the utilized samples as well as the associated standard deviation are reported in Table 4.1 The values from image analysis are in close agreement with those obtained from calculations using the manufacturers data. It is noted that SEM imaging of the 10 nm pore samples proved to be challenging because the pore size is same as the size of gold grains used to ground the sample. Similarly, the pores are comparable size to tip of AFM cantilevers, making high quality imaging challenging. Consequently, for the 10 nm pore sample $b/a=\sqrt{d^2/N_p}$.
definition was utilized, which was in good agreement with results from image analysis of all the other membrane pore samples.

Table 4.1 Polycarbonate membrane geometrical information provided by manufacturer (http://www.sterlitech.com/pcte-product-and-performance-characteristics.html). a. Tolerance +0%, -20% b. Tolerance +/-15%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pore d (µm)a</th>
<th>Pore Density (poles/cm²)b</th>
<th>% Open Areab</th>
<th>b/a</th>
<th>a image analysis (µm)</th>
<th>b/a image analysis</th>
<th>a image analysis (µm)</th>
<th>Nominal Thickness (c) (µm)b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3 x 10^8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35±0.12</td>
<td>0.58±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4 x 10^8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2±0.08</td>
<td>0.50±0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6 x 10^8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13±0.06</td>
<td>0.39±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6 x 10^8</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05±0.03</td>
<td>0.61±0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6 x 10^8</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To compile the bi-layer samples, the patterned membranes (PTFE, PDMS, or polycarbonate) were placed on a porous nylon 66 filter (30 mm × 30 mm, pore size 0.45 µm, Sigma-Aldrich as in our previous work111), which was previously infused by 100 µL propylene glycol (PG, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich).
Figure 4.3 Example image processing and statistical analysis of 200 nm polycarbonate tract etch membrane pore density: (a) original SEM image (image width 22 μm), (b) image after edge detection, filling, and binarization, and (c) imaged of the colorized detected components, (d) plot of the location of the computed component centroids (in pixels), and (e) histogram of the distance between neighboring pores (4 closest neighbors analyzed) compiled from analysis of three SEM images.

4.2.3. Finite Element Simulations and Simulation Data Analysis

The mass transport problems schematically described in Figure 4.5a were numerically solved using Finite Element Method in Comsol Multiphysics software. To reduce the computational time, symmetry was used to simulate only a quarter of the full unit cell. Free
tetrahedral mesh with predefined “extremely fine” size adjusted to feature size geometry was utilized (a study was conducted to ensure mesh independence of the solution). For the case with fixed concentration at the pore surface, a parametric sweep was conducted to simulate the full range of $b/a$ from 0.01 to 0.99 with values of $a$ corresponding to the experimental range. The mass sink for each of these cases was determined from surface integration over the sink (which is equal to the top mass source) and was manually substituted into simulations of the corresponding fixed mass sink at the pore surface. The results of the dependence of non-dimensionalized mass sink value on the geometrical parameters (Figure 4.5c) were fitted using Wolfram Mathematica. Specifically, the “NonlinearModelFit” function was used with each pointed weighted with inverse of its 95% confidence interval. Similarly, all reported error bars correspond to the 95% confidence interval.

4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Inhibition of Nucleation, Droplet and Frost Growth Around Isolated Antifreeze Filled Pores

As drops of the hygroscopic liquid,\textsuperscript{64,65,109} individual propylene glycol filled pores with radius of $\sim$80 $\mu$m to $\sim$550 $\mu$m are surrounded by region of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting (RIC). The plot in Figure 4.4a shows that this common non-toxic antifreeze liquid is also an excellent desiccant, with water vapor concentration above its surface lowered than that of supercooled water and ice for a wide range of concentrations. The images in Figure 4.4b shows that the size of RIC induced by the propylene glycol filled
pore remains nearly unchanged as the condensed water droplets freeze and transition into frost. Furthermore, it was found that the size of RIC is the same on membranes with hydrophobic Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and highly hydrophilic gold exterior, which confirms that condensation inhibition in this case is predominantly driven by vapor phase dynamics, not surface wetting properties (albeit the PTFE membranes do have a surface roughness on the order of 50 nm, which can encourage nucleation). Consequently, the size of the RIC, $\delta$, should be dictated by the surrounding water vapor concentration field.

For an isolated slowly growing droplet of hygroscopic liquid with radius $R$ surrounded by a stagnant isothermal semi-infinite medium, the quasi-steady state the water vapor concentration profile in spherical coordinates, $C(r)$, is hyperbolic.\textsuperscript{114} Specifically, $C(r) = C_{\infty} + (C_{HS} - C_{\infty}) R/r$, from which it follows that the size of the RIC where $C(r) < C_{SAT}$ is $\delta = R(C_{HS} - C_{\infty})/(C_{SAT} - C_{\infty})$ (where $C_{HS}$ and $C_{\infty}$ are the water vapor concentrations at droplet surface and at infinity, in practice taken as the boundary layer thickness $h_{BL}$). This relation has been used to develop scaling laws for the evolution of the $R/\delta$ ratio and droplet growth, which qualitatively agree with experiments.\textsuperscript{64,65,109} Despite the difference in pore and drop geometry, the analytical expression for the relation between $\delta$ and $R$ derived from the hyperbolic function agrees well with the experimental measurements. It is important to note that the quantitative agreement between modeling and experimental results is enabled by use of our custom environmental chamber. In contrast to previous studies that were conducted in the presence of natural convection or forced flow,\textsuperscript{64,65,109} the boundary conditions in this setup can be accurately captured in the theoretical formulation.

An important consequence of the near hyperbolic vapor concentration field around the pores is that the initial ratio $R/\delta$ is a non-dimensional constant equal to $(C_{SAT} - C_{\infty})$.
\( \frac{1}{(C_{HS} - C_{\infty})} \) for fixed environmental conditions. Confirming this relation, the experimental value of \( R/\delta = 0.82 \pm 0.05 \) obtained from the slope of the line in Figure 4.4b matches closely the theoretically predicted value of 0.83. Furthermore, the plot in Figure 4.4c shows good agreement between experimental and theoretical values of \( R/\delta \) for varied water source concentrations (achieved by changing the temperature of the water saturated cotton fabric, \( T_{\infty} \), on the top boundary, which increases the saturation pressure leading to increase in \( C_{\infty} = P_{\infty}/\bar{R}T_{\infty} \)). As the source concentration increases, the \( R/\delta \) ratio approaches 1, implying that RIC ceases to exist. In turn, as the source concentration decreases, \( R/\delta \) decreases and eventually as \( C_{\infty} \rightarrow C_{\text{SAT}} \) vanishes (i.e. lack of a concentration gradient prevents mass transfer that feeds nucleation). From an applied perspective this spatial trend is beneficial as a large RIC would ensure inhibition of condensation frosting while the aircraft is ascending (assuming that rapid cooling of wing exterior leads to \( C_{\infty} \sim C_{\text{SAT}} \)). A reasonable value of \( R/\delta \) of 0.91 to 0.77 should also exist during aircraft descend into majority of environmental conditions.

Naturally, the size of the RIC will decrease as the antifreeze solution becomes diluted (i.e. \( R/\delta \rightarrow 1 \) as \( C_{HS} \rightarrow C_{\text{SAT}} \)). However, a decrease of the RIC during the duration of any of the single pore experiments was not observed (after about 30 minutes frost nucleated outside the RIC started growing above the pore, making quantification of the \( \delta \) impossible). This effect could be caused by the presence of a large reservoir of propylene glycol under the individual pore. Consequently, it is unclear if the trends observed for isolated pores are preserved when the water vapor and reservoir concentration fields are altered by presences of multiple pores arranged in well-defined geometrical arrays.
Figure 4.4 (a) Plot of water vapor saturation concentration above surface of water and ice as well as for several concentrations propylene glycol (PG) and water solutions.
(concentration specified by weight) as function of temperature; (b) Plot of the measured and theoretically predicted radius of the circular regions of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting (circular RIC with radius δ) around isolated pores with radius R in membranes with hydrophobic and hydrophilic exterior surface cooled from to -6°C±2 with source temperature of 20°C±1, and (c) Plot of the measured and theoretically predicted $R/\delta$ ratio for different vapor source temperatures with fixed sample temperature of -6°C±2.

4.3.2. Inhibition of Nucleation, Droplet and Frost Growth by Arrays of Antifreeze Filled Pores

4.3.2.1. Theoretical Considerations

In the previous section it was demonstrated that the extent of the humidity sink effect around an isolated pore filled with propylene glycol can be quantitatively predicted from the hyperbolic quasi-steady state water vapor concentration field. Based on this result, it is assert that the integral humidity sink effect stemming from a pore array can be analyzed by evaluating the three dimensional concentration field, $C(t,x,y,z)$, above a single array “unit cell” with periodic boundary conditions with adjacent unit cells (i.e. no flux condition, see schematics in Figure 4.5a). The source of the water vapor is provided by a constant concentration on the top plane, $C_{BL}$, that corresponds to the edge of the boundary layer that is located at a height $h_{BL}$ above the membrane plane ($z = 0$). For simplicity, the pore depth is neglected and a square pore with side length $b$ centrally located within a square unit cell with side length $a$ is analyzed. On the plane of the membrane mass transfer in the normal direction occurs only into the pore due to a water vapor concentration $C_{HS}$ that is lower
than the $C_{BL}$ (i.e. $dC/dz_{z=0} = 0$ outside the pore). While the $C_{HS}$ will change due to dilution of the antifreeze with water (see Figure 4.4), for the analysis it is assumed to be constant because the dilution time scale observed during the single pore experiments was significantly longer than the vapor diffusion time scale of $\sim h_{BL}^2/D_w \approx 1$ s (where $D_w$ is the water vapor diffusion coefficient in air equal to $\sim 0.25\times10^{-4}$ m$^2$s$^{-1}$ near room temperature). In the quasi-steady state, the governing equation reduces to $\Delta C(x, y, z) = 0$, making the problem formulation mathematically equivalent to one of the common cases of heat spreading resistance problems.$^{115,116}$

Muzyczka et al.$^{116}$ showed that the mathematical difficulties posed by the mixed boundary conditions at the membrane surface can be handled by assuming a constant mass sink, $J_{HS}$ (units of mol/s) at the pore surface that is equivalent to the mass sink driven by the constant pore surface concentration $C_{HS}$ (see the schematics of the two cases in Figure 4.5a). The plots in Figure 4.5b indeed shows excellent agreement between concentration profiles along the membrane diagonal, $s$, for the mixed and equivalent mass sink boundary condition cases simulated using Finite Element Method (FEM) for wide range of $b/a$ (with $a=1$ mm, $h_{BL}=5$ mm, $C_{BL}(293$ K)=0.9596 mol/m$^3$, and $C_{HS}(268$ K)=0.0113 mol/m$^3$). The simulated values also match well with Muzyczka et al.$^{116}$ analytical equivalent mass sink solution for concentration at the membrane surface. According to the authors, the excess concentration, $\theta(x, y, z) = C(x, y, z) - C_{top}$, over a square a rectangular pore with sides $b_1$ and $b_2$ on a rectangular bottom plane with sides $a_1$ and $a_2$ that provides a mass sink flux of $J_{HS}$ (in our case square unit cell with square pore, thus $a = a_1 = a_2$ and $b = b_1 =$
and with a convective boundary condition on the top plane located at a height \( h_{BL} \) above the membrane (with convection coefficient \( h \)) can be expressed as:

\[
\theta(x, y, z) = A_0 + B_0 z + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \cos(\lambda x) [A_1 \cosh(\lambda z) + B_1 \sinh(\lambda z)] + \\
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \cos(\delta y) [A_2 \cosh(\delta z) + B_2 \sinh(\delta z)] + \\
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \cos(\lambda x) \cos(\delta y) [A_{3m} \cosh(\beta z) + B_{3n} \sinh(\beta z)]
\]  

(Eq. 4.3)

Where \( \lambda = \frac{m \pi}{a_1}, \delta = \frac{n \pi}{a_2}, \beta = \sqrt{\lambda^2 + \delta^2} \), and \( A_0, A_1, A_2, B_0, B_1, B_2 \) are the Fourier coefficients. In general \( B_i = -\phi(\zeta) A_i \) and

\[
\phi(\zeta) = \frac{\zeta \sinh(\zeta h_{BL}) + h/D_w \cosh(\zeta h_{BL})}{\zeta \cosh(\zeta h_{BL}) + h/D_w \sinh(\zeta h_{BL})}
\]  

(Eq. 4.4)

Where \( \zeta \) is replaced by \( \lambda, \delta, \) or \( \beta \) (in our case \( \lambda = \delta \)). In addition, it is also assumed that the pore size is significantly smaller than the boundary layer thickness (i.e. at least \( h_{BL}/a \geq 5 \)). Consequently, \( e^{-\frac{m \pi}{a} h_{BL}} \rightarrow 0 \) and:

\[
\phi(\lambda) = \phi \left( \frac{m \pi}{a} \right) = \frac{\frac{m \pi}{a} \sinh \left( \frac{m \pi}{a} h_{BL} \right) + h/D_w \cosh \left( \frac{m \pi}{a} h_{BL} \right)}{\frac{m \pi}{a} \cosh \left( \frac{m \pi}{a} h_{BL} \right) + h/D_w \sinh \left( \frac{m \pi}{a} h_{BL} \right)}
\]  

(Eq. 4.5)

In order to predict nucleation conditions, only modeling of the vapor concentration at the membrane surface, where \( z = 0 \), is required and Eq. 4.3 reduces to:

\[
\theta(x, y, 0) = A_0 + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \cos(\lambda x) A_m + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \cos(\delta y) A_n + \\
\sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \cos(\lambda x) \cos(\delta y) A_{mn}
\]  

(Eq. 4.6)

Setting \( h \rightarrow \infty \) reduces the top convective boundary condition to a fixed concentration. As a consequence the zeroth order Fourier coefficient reduces to:

\[
A_0 = \frac{J_H S}{a^2} \left( \frac{h_{BL}}{D_w} + \frac{1}{h} \right) = \frac{J_H S h_{BL}}{a^2 D_w}
\]  

(Eq. 4.7)
Assuming that the pore is centrally located (pore center coordinates of \( X_A = Y_A = a/2 \)) and using the trigonometric identity \( \sin x - \sin y = 2\sin\left(\frac{x-y}{2}\right)\cos\left(\frac{x+y}{2}\right) \) and Eq. 4.5, the rest of the Fourier coefficients reduce to:

\[
A_m = \frac{2J_{HS}\left[\sin\left(\frac{2X_A+b}{a} \lambda_m\right) - \sin\left(\frac{2X_A-b}{a} \lambda_m\right)\right]}{a^2bD_w\lambda_m^2 \phi(\lambda_m)} = \frac{4J_{HS}\sin\left(\frac{m\pi b}{a}\right)\cos\left(\frac{m\pi}{2}\right)}{bD_w\pi^2 m^2}
\]

\[
A_n = \frac{2J_{HS}\left[\sin\left(\frac{2X_A+b}{a} \lambda_n\right) - \sin\left(\frac{2X_A-b}{a} \lambda_n\right)\right]}{a^2bD_w\lambda_n^2 \phi(\lambda_n)} = \frac{4J_{HS}\sin\left(\frac{n\pi b}{a}\right)\cos\left(\frac{n\pi}{2}\right)}{bD_w\pi^2 n^2}
\]

(Eq. 4.8)

\[
A_{mn} = \frac{16J_{HS}\cos(\lambda_m X_A) \sin\left(\frac{\lambda_m b}{a}\right) \cos(\delta_n X_A) \sin\left(\frac{\lambda_n b}{a}\right)}{a^2b^2D_w\lambda_m \delta_n \beta_{mn} \phi(\beta_{mn})}
\]

\[
\frac{16J_{HS} a \cos\left(\frac{n\pi}{2}\right) \sin\left(\frac{n\pi b}{a}\right) \sin\left(\frac{m\pi b}{a}\right) \cos\left(\frac{m\pi}{2}\right)}{b^2D_wmn\pi^4 \sqrt{n^2 + m^2}}
\]

It is noted that since \( \beta = \sqrt{\lambda^2 + \delta^2} = \frac{a}{b} \sqrt{n^2 + m^2} \), \( \phi(\beta_{mn}) = 1 \).

After substitution of all the Fourier coefficients and rearrangement, this solution reduces to:

\[
C(x, y, 0) = C_{BL} + J_{HS} \frac{h_{BL}}{a^2D_w} \left(1 + \frac{4}{b} \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos\left(\frac{m\pi a}{2}\right)\cos\left(\frac{m\pi}{2}\right)\sin\left(\frac{m\pi b}{2a}\right)}{\pi^2 m^2} + \frac{4}{b} \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos\left(\frac{m\pi a}{2}\right)\cos\left(\frac{n\pi a}{2}\right)\sin\left(\frac{m\pi b}{2a}\right)\cos\left(\frac{n\pi b}{2a}\right)\sin\left(\frac{n\pi b}{2a}\right)}{\pi^4 mn\sqrt{n^2 + m^2}} + 16\left(\frac{a}{b}\right)^2 \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos\left(\frac{m\pi a}{2}\right)\cos\left(\frac{m\pi b}{2a}\right)\cos\left(\frac{n\pi a}{2}\right)\cos\left(\frac{n\pi b}{2a}\right)\sin\left(\frac{m\pi b}{2a}\right)\sin\left(\frac{n\pi b}{2a}\right)}{\pi^4 mn\sqrt{n^2 + m^2}} \right)
\]

(Eq. 4.9)

For the plots in Figure 4.3b, the value of \( J_{HS} \) was substituted from the FEM simulation for each analytical curve case (the “analyt. FEM \( J_{HS} \) curves”). Consequently, in order for Eq. 4.9 to have true predictive utility, a formula for \( J_{HS} \) that is a function of the geometrical parameters as well as the top and the sink water vapor concentrations must be developed. From Fick’s law it is known that the maximal value of the \( J_{HS} \) will be \( J_{max} = D_w (C_{HS} - \ldots \)
when \( b \to a \) (i.e. complete film of antifreeze). The plot in Figure 4.3c shows that, when normalized by this maximum value, the mass sink values obtained from FEM simulations follow a common trend with the \( b/a \) ratio that is well represented by the functional form \( 1 - e^{-w\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)^u} \). It is noted that in agreement with physics of the problem, this relation decays to 0 when \( b/a \to 0 \) (i.e. no mass sink when there is no pore). The inset in Figure 4.3c shows that the two parameters \( w \) and \( u \) are a function of the \( a/h_{BL} \) ratio and can be respectively fitted with a second order polynomial and a power function. Specifically, we found that the relationships \( u = 1.13(a/h_{BL})^{0.2} \) and \( w = 10.52 - 48.57(a/h_{BL}) + 116.64(a/h_{BL})^2 \) provide excellent fits to the simulation data (see Table 4.2 for specific values). Consequently, we propose the following empirical formula for the equivalent mass sink:

\[
\frac{J_{HS}\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)^{h_{BL}}}{D_{WH}(c_{HS}-c_{BL})^{h_{BL}}} = \left(1 - e\left(-10.52 - 48.57\left(\frac{a}{h_{BL}}\right) + 116.64\left(\frac{a}{h_{BL}}\right)^2\right)\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)^{1.13(a/h_{BL})^{0.2}}\right) \quad \text{(Eq. 4.10)}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fitting parameter value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.126</td>
<td>1.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>10.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-48.57</td>
<td>-54.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116.64</td>
<td>87.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2** 95% confidence interval values for the fitted model parameters for \( 1 - e^{-w\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)^u} \).
Validating this relation, the plots in Figure 4.3b show good agreement between the FEM simulation results and the concentration profiles calculated using Muzyczka’s solution with our proposed mass sink expression (“analyt. fitted $J_{HS}$” curves).

**Figure 4.5** (a) Schematic representation of the mathematical formulation of the integral humidity sink effect posed by array of square pores with uniform concentration $C_{HS}$ at the pore surface as well as re-formulated version of the problem proposed by Muzyczka et al.\(^{116}\) with equivalent mass sink, (b) Plot of concentration profiles along the unit cell diagonal, $s$, for the two problem formulations simulated using FEM and calculated using Muzyczka et al.\(^{116}\) analytical solution with $J_{HS}$ directly substituted from FEM simulations as well as calculated using the proposed empirical formula, and (c) plot of the normalized mass sink, $J_{HS}/J_{max}$, and proposed empirical fits as a function of non-dimensional pore size, $b/a$, for various pore to boundary layer thickness ratio $a/h_{BL}$. 
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Nucleation on the exterior surface of the membrane will not proceed unless the maximum concentration at the membrane surface is equal to or lower than $C_{SAT}$ corresponding to the membrane’s surface temperature. Through the symmetry of the problem formulation, we know that the highest concentration on the membrane surface will occur at the corners of the unit cell (e.g. $x = y = 0$). With substitution of Eq. 4.10, Muzychka’s general solution can be reduced to the following expression for excess concentration at the corner of the unit cell, $\theta(0,0,0) = C(0,0,0) - C_{BL}$:

$$\frac{\theta(0,0,0)}{\theta_{HS}} = \frac{C(0,0,0) - C_{BL}}{C_{HS} - C_{BL}} = \Omega_0 \left( \frac{b}{a}, \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \right) = \frac{J_{HS} \left( \frac{b}{a}, \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \right)}{J_{max}} \left( 1 + 8 \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \Omega_1 \left( \frac{b}{a} \right) \right) \quad \text{(Eq. 4.11)}$$

Where

$$\Omega_1 \left( \frac{b}{a} \right) = \frac{a}{b} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos \left( \frac{mn}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{mb}{2} \right)}{n^2 m^2} + 2 \left( \frac{a}{b} \right)^2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \frac{\cos \left( \frac{mn}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{mb}{2} \right) \cos \left( \frac{mn}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{mb}{2} \right)}{\pi n^2 m^2 + \pi^2 m^2 n^2} \quad \text{(Eq. 4.12)}$$

Importantly, Eq. 4.10 through 4.12 are only functions of the non-dimensional geometrical ratios of the unit cell size to the boundary layer thickness ($a/h_{BL}$) and the pore size to the unit cell size ($b/a$). The plot in Figure 4.6 shows that the absolute value of the $\Omega_1$ function is at most 0.03.
Figure 4.6 Variation of the function $\Omega_1$ with the non-dimensional pore size $\left(\frac{b}{a}\right)$

Consequently, as the unit cell size decreases to microscale and below (i.e. with $h_{BL}$ of a few millimeters, $a/h_{BL} \to 0$), Eq. 4.11 reduces to the normalized mass sink (i.e. $\theta(0,0,0)/\theta_{HS} \to J_{HS} \left(\frac{b}{a}, \frac{a}{h_{BL}}\right)/J_{max}$). Furthermore, as $a/h_{BL} \to 0$, $w \to 10.52$ and $u \to 0$ leading to $J_{HS} \left(\frac{b}{a}, \frac{a}{h_{BL}}\right)/J_{max} \to 1 - e^{-10} \to 1$, implying that $\theta(0,0,0) \to \theta_{HS}$ and $C(0,0,0) \to C_{HS}$. In other words, the maximum concentration on the membrane surface will be equal to the concentration set by the propylene glycol liquid within the pore. Remarkably, this means that as the length scale of the pore array decreases to microscale and below the vapor concentration will be uniform and equal to the humidity sink concentration. Furthermore, when the exponential term in Eq. 4.10 decays to zero, this effect will be completely independent of the non-dimensional pore size. The threshold for this condition can be assumed to occur when the exponential term is smaller than 0.01 (i.e. $e^{-10}$).
at least \(e^{-4.5}\), which leads to the following expression for the critical value of the non-dimensional pore size:

\[
\left( \frac{b}{a} \right)_{\text{critical}} \geq \left( \frac{4.5}{105.2 - 48.57 \frac{a}{h_{BL}} + 116.6 \left( \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \right)^2} \right)^{0.89} \left( \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \right)^{0.2} \quad \text{(Eq. 4.13)}
\]

4.3.2.2. Experimental Validation

The dependence of the excess concentration ratio solely on temperature (left hand side of Eq. 4.11) and of the \(\Omega_0\) function solely on two geometrical ratios \(b/a\) and \(h_{BL}/a\) (right hand side of Eq. 4.11) provides a path for experimental validation of the theory developed in the previous section. Specifically, the theory can be validated by comparing experimental values of nucleation onset surface temperature ("NOST") on various pore array geometries to ones determined theoretically through equating of the \(\frac{C_{sat}(T_{NOST}) - C_{BL}(T_{BL})}{C_{HS}(T_{NOST}) - C_{BL}(T_{BL})}\) ratio with \(\Omega_0 \left( \frac{b}{a}, \frac{a}{h_{BL}} \right)\) for utilized geometry. The plots in Figure 4.7a show these two functions while those in Figure 4.7b show \(T_{NOST}\) values predicted by equating them for different pore arrays configurations. A strong dependence of the \(T_{NOST}\) range on both the \(b/a\) and \(a/h_{BL}\) ratios is evident, with sharp decrease predicted with decrease of the unit cell size (with fixed \(h_{BL} = 5\) mm). This trend is a manifestation of the decay of the maximum concentration on the membrane surface towards the value set by the propylene glycol liquid within the pore predicted in previous section. Specifically, while the plot in Figure 4.4a shows that the concentration set by nearly pure propylene glycol (e.g. 99% by weight) is always lower than saturation concentration of supercooled water and ice, the differences between these values becomes negligible (below 0.01 mol/m\(^3\))
as the temperature decreases below 250 K. This implies that for microscale and smaller pore arrays with the $b/a$ larger than the critical value resting on a nearly pure propylene glycol infused layer, nucleation of ice or droplets on the membrane exterior will be inhibited until substrate is cooled to below ~250 K. Naturally, the duration of this effect will depend on the liquid dilution rate, which will increase $C_{HS}$ and with that concentration above the entire surface.

In order to experimentally validate the proposed theory, the nucleation onset surface temperature was measured on samples with the unit cell size ranging over three orders of magnitude from ~500 nm to 1 mm. The images in Figure 4.7c, 4.7d, and 4.7e respectively show images of laser etched PTFE thin film membranes with $a=1$ mm, PDMS coated metal meshes with $a=125$ μm and 250 μm, and of commercial polycarbonate membranes with an average equivalent $a$ of ~400 to 600 nm. For the latter samples that have randomly distributed pores the equivalent parameters for a square pore array were defined through statistical analysis of surface electron micrographs. As in the single pore experiments, the PTFE and PDMS samples were tested with native hydrophobic properties as well as with highly hydrophilic gold thin film coating. Since the gold film needs to be about 10 nm thick in order to ensure continuity, it could affect the size of the nanopores and thus was not utilized with the polycarbonate membranes.

Since the onset of nucleation surface temperature is dependent on the concentration of propylene glycol in the pores, it is critical to perform the experiments without substantial dilution of the antifreeze. Another nuisance of using propylene glycol is that it can store substantial content of water that is rejected from the liquid when it is cooled from room temperature (see Figure 4.4a). To avoid artifacts caused by this water vapor rejection
process (i.e. humidity sink temporarily becoming a humidity source), the entire sample was pre-cooled at 268 K with a “dry” source at the top of the chamber and continuous purging of the chamber with flow of dry nitrogen gas for a period of 15 minutes (the time was iteratively determined to be sufficient to remove the excess moisture). Subsequently, the surface temperature of the sample was increased to case-dependent starting temperature while at the same time the wick on top of the chamber was infused with water (the wicking time as a few seconds). The temperature of vapor source at the top of the chamber was maintained at 298 K for all experiments. To determine the $T_{NOST}$, temperature of the sample was decreased at a ramping rate of 0.1 K/s until condensation water droplets were observed. The cooling process was recorded using a high magnification optical microscope. $T_{NOST}$ was determined by observing the start of formation of visible droplets between pores.

To further ensure that the measured temperature was not significantly affected by the fast temperature ramping rate, each experiment was repeated with the starting temperature prior to the ramping adjusted closer to the $T_{NOST}$ value measured during the previous iteration. The experiments were iterated until the value of measured $T_{NOST}$ was independent of the starting temperature.

The measured nucleation onset surface temperatures follow the general theoretically predicted trends. Specifically, the plot in Figure 4.7b shows that $T_{NOST}$ decreases dramatically as the order of magnitude of the unit size is decreased. For example, for $b/a \sim 0.3$ $T_{NOST}$ decreases from $\sim 275$ K at $a=1$ mm to $\sim 255$ K for $a=125$ to 250 μm and remarkably to $\sim 230$ K for $a=0.5$ μm. To reiterate, for same area fraction of exposed propylene glycol the temperature for onset of nucleation can be decreased by 40 K simply by decreasing the size of the pores from millimeters to a fraction of micrometer. Similarly,
for larger $b/a$ about a 20 K drop in $T_{NOST}$ was measured when the unit cell size was decreased by an order of magnitude from 1 mm to 125 to 250 μm. In all cases, the dramatic effects of the unit cell size and the non-dimensional pore size are quantitatively predicted by the developed model, which validates the proposed theory of the integral humidity sink effect. The most pronounced discrepancy between experimental and theoretical results is an offset of the experimental data by ~5 to 10 K for the nanoporous samples. This effect likely stems from the significant departure of the geometry of randomly distributed nanopores from the idealized square grid pore array that we modeled. Furthermore, vapor transport within the nanopores is likely slowed down due to increased boundary scattering. Specifically, the continuum assumption is valid for flows with the Knudson number, $Kn = \lambda/L$, smaller than ~0.1 (where $L$ is the representative physical length scale equal to the pore diameter in this case). In case of water vapor in air at atmospheric pressure, $p$, the molecular mean free path, $\lambda$, can be calculated as:

$$\lambda = \frac{k_b T}{\sqrt{2}d^2 p} \quad (\text{Eq. 4.14})$$

Where $k_b$ is the Boltzmann constant of $1.3806 \times 10^{-23}$ J/K, $T$ is the temperature in K, and $d$ is the particle hard-shell diameter (265 pm for water). For the temperature range in the experiments (230 K to 293 K), the mean free path of water vapor is on the order of 30 nm to 40 nm. Since the utilized pores have diameters ranging from 10 nm to 200 nm, the Knudson number is greater than 0.2 to 3 and the flow is clearly not in the continuum regime. However, boundary scattering only slows down the transport of water vapor, which would translate in this case into depleted humidity sink effect and facilitated nucleation on the
surface. Consequently, as a result of this non-continuum effect the measured $T_{NOST}$ on the nanoporous samples is likely increase.

The nucleation onset surface temperature measurements can also be used to validate the formula developed for the critical value of the non-dimensional pore size needed for reaching a uniform surface vapor concentration for different unit cell sizes (i.e. Eq. 4.13). Specifically, this condition can be assumed to occur when $\frac{C_{\text{sat}}(T_{NOST}) - C_{BL}(T_{BL})}{C_{HS}(T_{NOST}) - C_{BL}(T_{BL})} \geq 0.99$.

Based on the inset in the plot in Figure 4.7a (here $T_{BL}=298$ K), this condition occurs at around 240 K and 250 K for propylene glycol concentrations of 99% and 75%, respectively (we broader the concentration range to take into account possible surface dilution). In other words, it can be assumed that the surface concentration gradient vanishes when $T_{NOST}$ is in this range. Based on the experimental data, this condition occurs for the nanopore and micropore ($a=125$ to 250 μm) samples when $b/a$ is larger than ~0.05 to 0.1 and ~0.45, respectively. In a reasonable agreement, corresponding values of the critical $b/a$ of 0.01 to 0.02 and 0.3 to 0.4 are obtained using Eq. 4.13 with $h_{BL}=5$ mm. For the largest pores with $a=1$ mm Eq. 4.13 predicts a critical $b/a$ of 0.8, however, the corresponding experimental $T_{NOST}$ is ~260 K, which is well above the threshold value of ~250 K. It is noted that Eq. 4.13 was derived under the assumption of $a/h_{BL} \to 0$, while for the large pores $a/h_{BL}=0.2$. Consequently in this case using the full model results in Figure 4.4b provides a better estimate of the critical $b/a$ of ~0.95. This value of the non-dimensional pore corresponds to a nearly open propylene glycol film and is beyond the capabilities of the PTFE membrane laser etching method (thus cannot be observed).
Figure 4.7 (a) Plot of $\Omega_0$ as a function of non-dimensional pore size, $b/a$, for various ratios of the array unit cell size to boundary layer thickness, $a/h_{BL}$; the inset shows variation of the excess saturation to pore surface concentration ratio, $\frac{C_{sat}(T_{surface})-C_{BL}(T_{BL})}{C_{HS}(T_{surface})-C_{BL}(T_{BL})}$, as a function of surface temperature, $T_{surface}$, for fixed boundary layer temperature of $T_{BL}=298$ K; (b) Plot of theoretically predicted (colored areas) and experimentally measured (points with darker tone of the colored area correspond to this $a$) nucleation onset surface temperature, $T_{NOST}$, as a function of $b/a$ for various $a/h_{BL}$ ratios (to account for some dilution effects, predictions for propylene glycol concentrations between 75% and 99% are
plotted for each unit cell size), and (c) example images of the porous membranes used in the experiments with unit cell size, $a$, of 1 mm (laser etched PTFE membranes), 250 μm (PDMS coated steel mesh), and ~500 nm (for the polycarbonate membranes an equivalent cell size was found through image analysis).

4.3.2.3. Shape Effect of Pores

**Figure 4.8** (a) Plot of simulation result of total flux on the pore area, $F$, of cell size $a=1$ mm, 250 μm, 1 μm for square and round pores; Simulation results of cell size $a=1$ mm, 250 μm, 1 μm are presented in (b)(c)(d) respectively.
Shape | Integral Difference |
---|---|
Square | 4% |
Round | |
Square | 2% |
Round | |
Square | 1% |
Round | |

Table 4.3 Fitted functions of F for cell size a=1 mm, 250 μm, 1 μm; The difference of F between square and round pore shapes in three cell size a.

In this chapter, the integral humidity effect has been discussed using a model of pores of square shape. Pores of square shape can be easily fabricated using laser machining in millimeter scale. However, due to the difficulty of fabrication, pore shape is barely square for microscale and nanoscale samples, whose shape appears to be circular. The shape effect of square and round pores is addressed in this section using finite element simulations. Three scenarios of different cell sizes (a=1mm, 250μm, 1μm) are compared in Figure 4.8, and the boundaries are identical to Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.8(a) shows the simulation results of total flux, F, on the pore area for both square and round pores of three different cell sizes. Figure 4.8(b)(c)(d) show F of cell size 1mm, 250μm and 1μm respectively. The largest discrepancy of square and round pores can
be found in $a=1\text{mm}$ scenario, Figure 4.8(b). Comparing to millimeter pore size, $F$ of square and round pores are nearly identical in microscale and nanoscale domain, Figure 4.8(c) and (d). To numerically define the discrepancy between square and round pore, integral difference is calculated as following. For each set of data from simulation result of $F$, the integral over the domain $0<b/a<1$ was numerically calculated in Matlab. The integral difference is identical to the difference of areal integral in Figure 4.8. The difference in percentage of $F$ of the two shapes are presented in Table 3. The largest discrepancy between the two shapes is around 4% when cell size $a=1\text{mm}$. The $F$ of the two shapes with cell size $a=250\mu\text{m}$ and $1\mu\text{m}$ are nearly identical.

**4.3.3. The Temporal Anti-frosting Performance of the Nanoporous Bi-layer Antifreeze Infused Coatings**

In the previous section it was demonstrated that due to a vanishing ratio of the unit cell size to the boundary layer thickness ratio, the nanoporous bi-layer antifreeze infused coatings can provide a remarkable ~40 K depression in surface temperature required for onset of nucleation. Furthermore, at the surface of the nanoporous membranes the water vapor concentration is uniform and equal to the concentration set by the propylene glycol within the pores. This effect provides a strong advantage over membranes with larger pores on which saturation concentration can be reach easier in-between the pores. Consequently, the bi-layer antifreeze infused coatings with nanoporous exterior appear to be optimal for anti-frosting applications. However, besides lowering of the nucleation onset point described in previous section, the key characteristics of anti-frosting coatings are the delay in frost onset and the time needed for complete icing over of the surface. To quantify the
times required for onset of condensation, frost formation, and complete icing over of the samples, extended frosting experiments on the nanoporous sample set cooled to 263 K, 253 K, and 243 K were conducted. Figure 4.9 shows histograms and corresponding images of the extended frosting at the latter two temperatures. Since the $T_{NOST}$ for the membrane with $b/a=0.025$ (10 nm pore diameter) was $\sim 260$ K, water condensed and froze nearly instantaneously on these samples (<1 minutes). For the rest of the nanoporous membranes the $T_{NOST}$ was substantially lower (near or below 240 K) which translated into substantially longer condensation and frost onset times. Specifically, at 253 K the condensation onset time was 5 minutes on the membrane with $b/a=0.12$ (50 nm pore diameters and $T_{NOST}\sim 240$ K) while a 10 minutes delay was achieved on membranes with $b/a=0.12$ (100 nm and $T_{NOST}\sim 235$ K) and $b/a=0.12$ (200 nm and $T_{NOST}\sim 232$ K) pore diameters. Setting the sample temperature to 243 K decreased the corresponding condensation delay times to 2 to 5 minutes. After the condensation onset, droplets began to freeze about 1 to 2 minutes and $\sim 10$ minutes at sample surface temperatures of 243 K and 253 K. By comparison, condensation is nearly instantaneous on any solid substrates when they are their temperature is decreased slightly below the dew point (e.g. $\sim 298$ K in our experiments).

Besides occurring much faster, frosting of the nanoporous membrane with the smallest $b/a=0.025$ proceeded in a different mode from the membranes with larger nanopores. Specifically, the images in Figure 4.9 show that both during the 243 K and 253 K experiments droplets condensed and froze over the entire surface of the sample with $b/a=0.025$ within 5 minutes. In contrast, on the samples with larger nanopores condensation is followed with gradual wave-like propagation of frost and its dendrites from the edges of the sample. The time required for complete coverage of the surface
by frost increases with the pore size and is about 1 to 2 h and 15 to 20 minutes at 253 K and 243 K, respectively. Interestingly, while the nucleation onset times during frosting experiments conducted with surface temperature of 263 K increase substantially to 2 h, the freezing onset times increase dramatically to 2 h. In addition, the morphology of the ice crystals formed at 263 K resembles ice slush, not the classical frost dendrites observed at the lower temperatures. Taking also into consideration that in similar cooling conditions ice crystals begin to appear in a film of propylene glycol within 1 to 1.5 h, it is asserted that the dramatic increase in freezing onset time of the nanoporous membranes cooled to 263 K occurs due to formation of a liquid bridges across the nanopores that releases antifreeze to the exterior. At 263 K the liquid bridge likely forms through bottom up filling of the pores due to dilution of the propylene glycol via vapor diffusion. As the substrate temperature is decreased to 253 K and 243 K the probability of nucleation on the exterior of the surfaces increases. Once droplets or frost do nucleate on the exterior and begin to growth vertically, a majority of the water vapor molecules will be depleted prior to reaching the bottom of the pores. In other words, due to the competing mass sink posed by exterior frost growth, the antifreeze is never “released” out of the relatively deep (~6 μm) nanopores used in the current experiments. Consequently, the optimal design of the bi-layer nanoporous anti-frosting must also take into consideration transient dilution effects and balance pore diameter as well as pore depth.
Figure 4.9 Histogram and images summarizing the results of the extended frosting experiments of the nanoporous bi-layer antifreeze infused coatings with surface temperature of (a) 253 K and (b) 243 K.
4.4. Conclusions

In this Chapter the engineered integral humidity sink effect posed by porous bi-layer coatings with bottom infused with hygroscopic liquid was methodically studied and intriguing size effects in this system were revealed. First it was demonstrated that with a proper design of the environmental chamber that allows for exact replication of boundary conditions in the model formulation, the size of the region of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting around an isolated propylene glycol pore can be quantitatively predicted by previously described solution of the quasi-steady state water vapor concentration field.\textsuperscript{64,65} The size of this region relative to the pore diameter is a constant that depends solely on the ratio of the excess saturation to the excess humidity sink concentrations (i.e. \((C_{\text{SAT}} - C_{\text{BL}}) / (C_{\text{HS}} - C_{\text{BL}}))\). This effect is a result of the hyperbolic vapor concentration profile around the pore, and as it was shown, does not occur when the concentration field changes due to presence of multiple periodically spaced pores. It was shown that for the simplest case of such periodic geometry, the square pores distributed on a square grid array, an analytical solution of the three dimensional concentration field can be obtained by analyzing a unit cell of the system. Specifically, the equivalent mass sink solution developed by Muzychka et al.\textsuperscript{116} (Eq. 4.11 and 4.12) was extended with an empirical expression for sink term (Eq. 4.10) based on fitting of finite element simulations. This analysis revealed that the ratio of the maximum (i.e. unit cell corner) excess to the humidity sink excess concentrations is governed by only two non-dimensional geometrical parameters: the pore size relative to the unit cell size \((b/a)\) and the ratio of the unit cell size to the thickness of the boundary layer \((a/h_{\text{BL}})\). In other words, knowing the source
boundary layer) and sink (propylene glycol) concentrations and these two geometrical
ratios, it can be predict if nucleation will occur on the surface (i.e. unit cell corner
concentration is larger than the saturation concentration corresponding to surface
temperature). Intriguingly, this solution shows that when the boundary layer thickness is
much larger than the unit cell size (i.e. \( a/h_{BL} \to 0 \)) the surface concentration becomes
uniform and equal to the humidity sink concentration, nearly irrespective of the non-
dimensional pore size. In particular, this effect occurs for \( b/a \) greater than a critical value
for specific \( a/h_{BL} \) (see Eq. 4.13). For nanoporous surfaces with \( a \sim 500 \) nm the critical
value of \( b/a \) is \( \sim 0.05 \), implying a vanishing surface concentration gradient for nearly all
possible sample geometries. As we showed, the lack of a concentration gradient across the
surface of the nanoporous surfaces translates into dramatic lowering of the temperature
required for onset of droplet and frost nucleation. For example, for \( b/a \sim 0.3 \) \( T_{NOST} \)
decreases from \( \sim 275 \) K at \( a=1 \) mm to \( \sim 255 \) K for \( a=125 \) to \( 250 \) \( \mu \)m and remarkably to \( \sim 230 \)
K for \( a \sim 0.5 \) \( \mu \)m. To reiterate, for same area fraction of exposed propylene glycol we can
decrease the temperature for onset of nucleation by 40 K simply by decreasing the size of
the pores from millimeters to a fraction of micrometer. Since it is set by the propylene
glycol vapor pressure, this effect is of course transient. For the nanoporous membranes
with \( b/a > 0.15 \), the samples remained mostly frost-free for impressive \( \sim 10 \) and \( \sim 30 \)
minutes at \( 243 \) K and \( 253 \) K, respectively. Naturally, condensation onset occurred earlier
at around 5 and 10 minutes at \( 243 \) K and \( 253 \) K, respectively. On these samples cooled
only to \( 263 \) K droplets began to condense after substantially 120 minutes longer. The
impressive 2 hour delay of freezing of the condensate in this case highlighted two possible
and competing modes of frosting on the nanoporous surface. Specifically, at \( 263 \) K the
long inhibition in exterior condensation provides sufficient time for the bottom up filling of the pores and release of the antifreeze. This in turn causes the dramatic delay in onset of freezing of the condensate. When temperature was lowered to 253 K and 243 K, frost formation on the exterior and its vertical growth occurred faster, preventing release of the antifreeze (since frost growth depletes majority of the water vapor travelling to the pores).
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1. Summary of the Performed Work

Icing is a common atmospheric phenomenon that can cause significant problems in various industries. The specific challenges posed by ice depend on its physical form, which is dictated by its formation mechanism. For instance rime and glaze form during impact of supercooled water drops and can make all types of travel dangerous, disrupt electricity delivery, and decrease efficiency of wind power generation. In turn frost forms through heterogeneous nucleation from the vapor phase and can reduce heat transfer efficiency of refrigerators and heat exchangers by as much as 50% to 75%. Frost also plays a subtle role in rendering superhydrophobic and lubricant-impregnated anti-icing coatings that are designed to prevent rime and glaze accretion ineffective. In particular, condensate and frost cause pinning of impinging supercooled droplets and increase adhesion of resulting ice layer by filling in the nano/microscale texture of superhydrophobic surfaces. Growth of frost dendrites on lubricant impregnated surfaces leads to rise of a capillary pressure that drains the oil away from the substrate into the ice. Consequently, to be of any practical use, non-wetting anti-icing coatings must be re-engineered to also prevent or slow down the growth of frost.

This dissertation work introduced a novel type of anti-icing coating inspired by the functional liquid skin secretion in natural systems was introduced. This semi-passive
coating consists of porous superhydrophobic epidermis and wick-like underlying dermis that is infused with antifreeze liquid. The outer layer serves as a barrier between the antifreeze and environment and, as a typical anti-icing superhydrophobic surface, easily sheds large sessile drops. However, in scenarios in which a typical SHS easily ices over, such as by pore penetration by high-velocity impacting drops or condensation frosting, the coating architecture responds by releasing stored antifreeze liquid. In general, the presence of antifreeze on the surface, with or without the epidermis layer, prevents the accumulation of all the studied forms of ice for a significantly longer time when compared to all other studied anti-icing coatings. The addition of the epidermis dramatically improved the performance of the surface in freezing rain conditions. For the condensation frosting experiments, addition of the epidermis slowed both the icing-onset and complete icing-over of the surface by about 133% as compared to the Ny+PG (additional 20 to 40 minutes) and by at least 1600% as compared to all other samples (i.e., 80 minutes vs. <5 minutes). The addition of the epidermis on top of the dermis had negligible effect on delaying freezing of the mist because of rapid merging of the impinging micro-drops with the condensate that flooded the pores. It was also observed that the release of antifreeze not only delayed icing of the surfaces, but also affected the ice morphology and significantly reduced its adhesion. The latter effect was likely caused by the presence of a thin lubricating melt layer between the ice and the surface. The thin lubricating melt film could also help reduce nano/microscale topology abrasive erosion typically observed on superhydrophobic surfaces due to repeated deicing. Overall, it was estimated that use of the bi-layer coating would reduce antifreeze use by 2-8 fold compared to the commercial Weeping Wing system.
The delayed condensation frosting due to integral effect of randomly spaced propylene glycol-filled micropores was implied on by work in Chapter 2 on responsive antifreeze releasing bi-layer anti-icing coatings.\(^{78}\) Thus, the rest of this dissertation focused on exploring the physics of the integral humidity sink effect and its utilization for delaying of condensation and condensation frosting. Specifically, in Chapter 3 condensation frosting dynamics in presence of macroscopic and microscopic hygroscopic antifreeze droplets were explored. Guardarrama-Centina et al.\(^{64,65}\) recently demonstrated that if the water vapor pressure at the hygroscopic liquid's surface is lower than the saturation pressure at the sample surface, a region of inhibited condensation (i.e. RIC), and with that frosting, occurs around the individual microscopic droplet of the liquid. It was first demonstrated that, as for microscopic drops,\(^{64,65}\) for macroscopic droplets (\(R_0 > 300 \mu m\)) of propylene glycol and salt saturated water the absolute RIC size remains essentially unchanged with \(\delta/R_0 \sim 1.5\) to 1.8 for \(R/R_0 < 1.25\) for prolonged periods of time. Utilizing this observation, it was demonstrated that frost formation can be completely inhibited in-between small and large arrays of propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops with \(S/2R_0 \sim 1.3\) to 1.6 (< \(2\delta\)). It was found that on average the arrays of macroscopic propylene glycol and salt saturated water drops delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.6 and 2.8 times longer than films of the liquids with equivalent volume, respectively. In turn, it was shown that dense arrays of sprayed microscale droplets with \(S/2R_0 \sim 1.1\) to 1.4 delayed complete frosting over of the samples 1.4 to 1.5 times longer than the sparsely spaced droplets with \(S/2R_0 \sim 1.8\) to 2.4 and 5 to 10 times longer than films with volume equivalent (to denser arrays). In addition, due to the integral humidity sink effect frost wave propagation into the densely spaced microdroplet array was significantly slower than for the sparsely spaced
microdroplets. This resulted in a major alteration freezing dynamics from “outside in mode” for the sparsely separated droplets to mostly “inside out mode” for the densely separated droplets. Thus this Chapter demonstrates that the integral humidity sink effect of array of hygroscopic drops with $S < 2\delta$ can be exploited to get better antifrosting performance out of a fixed volume of hygroscopic antifreeze. The droplet growth results obtained in this Chapter also qualitatively agreed with scaling laws developed by Beysens and co-workers. However, in Chapter 4 we showed that in order to obtain quantitative prediction of the integral humidity sink effect, the experimental setup had to be altered so that boundary conditions can be accurately represented in the theoretical problem formulation.

In Chapter 3 the basic hypothesis of condensation and condensation frosting inhibition using hygroscopic drops with overlapping RIC was validated. However, dispensing of droplets is a not a scalable solution that can be applied to, for example, aircraft. In contrast, the bi-layer coatings described in Chapter 2 could be adapted for the purpose and applied on a large scale (e.g. as modified primer and top coat paint). Thus in Chapter 4 the possibility of engineering of the integral humidity sink effect using the porous bi-layer coatings was explored. First it was shown that with a proper design of the environmental chamber that allows for exact replication of boundary conditions in the model formulation, the size of the region of inhibited condensation and condensation frosting around an isolated propylene glycol pore can be quantitatively predicted by previously hyperbolic solution of the water vapor concentration field.\(^{64,65}\) The size of this region relative to the pore diameter is a constant that depends solely on the ratio of the excess saturation to the excess humidity sink concentrations. This effect is a result of the hyperbolic vapor concentration profile around the pore, and as it was shown, does not occur when the
concentration field changes due to presence of multiple periodically spaced pores. It was shown that for the simplest case of such periodic geometry, the square pores distributed on a square grid array, an analytical solution of the three dimensional concentration field can be obtained by analyzing a unit cell of the system. Specifically, the equivalent mass sink solution developed by Muzychka et al.\textsuperscript{116} was extended with an empirical expression for sink term based on fitting of finite element simulations. This analysis revealed that the ratio of the maximum (i.e. unit cell corner) excess to the humidity sink excess concentrations is governed by only two non-dimensional geometrical parameters: the pore size relative to the unit cell size ($b/a$) and the ratio of the unit cell size to the thickness of the boundary layer ($a/h_{BL}$). In other words, knowing the source (boundary layer) and sink (propylene glycol) concentrations and these two geometrical ratios, it can be predict if nucleation will occur on the surface (i.e. unit cell corner concentration is larger than the saturation concentration corresponding to surface temperature). Intriguingly, this solution shows that when the boundary layer thickness is much larger than the unit cell size (i.e. $a/h_{BL} \rightarrow 0$) the surface concentration becomes uniform and equal to the humidity sink concentration, nearly irrespective of the non-dimensional pore size. In particular, this effect occurs for $b/a$ greater than a critical value for specific $a/h_{BL}$. For nanoporous surfaces with $a \sim 500$ nm the critical value of $b/a$ is $\sim 0.05$, implying a vanishing surface concentration gradient for nearly all possible sample geometries. As we showed, the lack of a concentration gradient across the surface of the nanoporous surfaces translates into dramatic lowering of the temperature required for onset of droplet and frost nucleation. For example, for $b/a \sim 0.3$ $T_{\text{NOST}}$ decreases from $\sim 275$ K at $a=1$ mm to $\sim 255$ K for $a=125$ to 250 μm and remarkably to $\sim 230$ K for $a \sim 0.5$ μm. To reiterate, for same area fraction of exposed
propylene glycol we can decrease the temperature for onset of nucleation by 40 K simply by decreasing the size of the pores from millimeters to a fraction of micrometer.

5.2. Recommendations for Future Work

Since it is set by the propylene glycol vapor pressure, the integral humidity sink effect is of course transient. Consequently, it is recommended that future efforts focus on understanding of the transient dynamics of the engineered integral humidity sink effect. The key aspects of this study should include the effect of pore depth and hierarchical superhydrophobic exterior on the water vapor concentration above the surface. The current work revealed that nanoporous bi-layer coatings with \( b/a > 0.15 \) provide remarkable depression of the nucleation onset temperature up to 40 K and impressive nucleation onset delays. With further understanding of the process, the nanoporous bi-layer coatings can be designed to combine optimal anti-frosting functionality with water repellency to provide all ice type preventing coatings.

This dissertation explored predominantly inhibition of condensation on the bi-layer, however, it also illustrated the importance of droplet impact, adhesion, and antifreeze mixing on the rime and glaze formation process. Naturally, use of nanoporous surfaces will resolve the issue of fog droplet penetration of the coating. However, the physics of droplet impact onto bi-layer surfaces with a liquid interior are largely unknown. For example, what coating geometry and impact conditions lead to penetration of the outer layer by the impinging water? How much pinning force do the formed capillary bridges impose? How long can freezing of such droplets with high antifreeze concentration near surface be inhibited?
Another exciting area of future investigation is the reduced ice adhesion caused by the release of the antifreeze at the interface. This effect should lead to a lubricating melt layer that facilitates ice removal. Here again the effect of the surface geometry on the dynamics of the melt layer formation and ice removal should be quantified. Since optimal geometry for condensation inhibition, droplet repelling, and facilitated ice removal might not necessarily overlap, an optimal bi-layer coating geometry should balance these three functional needs.

Lastly, in order to be translated into industry, bi-layer coating formulation that is easy to apply on a large scale and can compete cost wise with current technologies has to be developed. Possibilities could include novel durable polysiloxane paints, whose corrosion resistance I have studied in my other work.

5.3. Original Contributions and Publications

The primary original contributions of this dissertation are:

- The invention of the bi-layer antifreeze infused coatings that respond to icing by releasing the functional liquid. These coatings significantly improve three “anti-icing” aspects: delay in condensation frosting, freezing of pinned droplets, and ease of formed ice removal. The coating does not get rid of antifreeze, but reduces its use at least by 2-8 fold as compared to current commercial systems.

- The discovery and first systematic investigation of the integral humidity sink effect posed by both arrays of droplets and pores filled with hygroscopic liquid. A theory of the effect posed by the bi-layer coating was developed and experimentally validated.
The key results was demonstration of a vanishing surface concentration gradient with decrease of the pore array length scale to nanoscale (with boundary layer thickness of a few millimeters). This effect translated into dramatically decreased nucleation onset on nanoporous surfaces (down by 40 K comparing to millimeter pore arrays with same area fraction). Past a theoretically predicted non-dimensional pore size, the nanoporous bi-layer surfaces also exhibited a 2 hour delay in onset of surface nucleation at 263 K.

This work resulted in the following archival journal publications:


In addition the following conference presentations were a product of this dissertation:
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